
ANFIELD BICYCLE CLUB.
FORMED MARCH, 1879.

VATE AMD CONFIDENTIAL,

MONTHbY eiRCUb^R
FIXTURES FOR JANU-AEY, 1912,

Jan 5th ' Annual General Meeting (St George s Re'-nu'.tnt it 6-30 p o'l

,, 6th Hunts Cross iffunts Cross Hotel) ,.., ..,..,...

,. 8th Committee Meeting tSt Ceorge's Restaurant- at 7 pro,

,, 13th Ch >r Talbot ^oteli)... .... ...

h rrington (Patten Arms) '•""

,, 27th—ilfinddrton iShrewsbury Arms* . ••

Alternative Manchester fiyns.

Jan 6th —AllosiocH, Thrfv Greyhounds• ... •

13th Coostrsy (%»4 Lion) ..... •• ......

,, 27th Over Peover tyainwtnna Arm-, ....

Futl Moon 4th Janiory-
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Once upon a time -(Noj you re wrong'' this is not tin commence-
• | ;,; of a fairy tale.) once upon a time, I believe 1 am right in
saying, there was in existence a. Club Photograph Book. A- far as 1
can gather, the purpose of the book was to provide a convenient a
safe "place for'.a collection of photographs—photographs which wco-
taken on Club tours, or which wrote or might be ol interest to tin
membership at large. 1 do not know the reason the b< ok was discon*
tinned but think that as we number so many photographers m our
ranks it might be revived. 1 would suggest that it be an understood
thing- thm, copies of photographs taken on tours, etc., should be sent
to some member appointed to look after the album, and that am
member applying should be allowed to have the bcok for a short
period, say, not exceeding a week at a time. 1 am sure that a book.
once started, and in the charge of someone who would take an interest
in it, would be a success.

IMAGINATION!

The following story is too good to miss. Prior to the Hindi rion
run of November 25th, the Managing Director oi Tripe-let, Ltd.. *aii< •!
a meeting of the shareholders, at which it was decided to have tie.
gear reduced from 105 to 85, so as to enable Bunkers Hill and other
precipices to be scaled without walking, which undignified procedure
the crew had been forced to resort to on previous occasions^ The
famous machine was, therefore, sent over to Routledge s, with instruc
tions td.be returned for the Saturday, and in due course the voyage to
Hinderton wan- embarked upon. The crew wane; immensely delighted
with the lower gear, which they were convinced '" made the hills fade
away," for they sailed up everything in fine style. On the following
day a letter was received from Routledges informing th< m that he had
returned the tripe-let without changing the gear, as a special sprocket
would have to be made : so that they had been pushing the 105 gear
after all 1 Query: Ibid they vivid imaginations, or was it the effect of
brother-in-law as Lucky Alphonse ?

H1NOERTON, November 25th
Starting too late to put in a long ride on this particular afternoon.

1 renewed my acquaintance with several almost forgotten lanes round
Parkgate and Neston, then on through Burton Woods to Puddington.
Reaching the top Chester Road, I turned right towards Chester,
and after going a mile or so I met Code, so I promptly turned round
and rode with him to " Mother Morrisbs.5*

There was a most excellent muster—I have forgotten the exact
number ; but anyway, the room was quite full, so the rabbit-pie. etc.,
was not wasted for warnt of eating.

The New Brighton contingent was out in full force, including the
famous triplet, which had made a good passage, quite free from
accidents, and it is to be hoped that the worth} crew will be seen out
more frequently now. Why do they only come out in the winter.
There are quite a lot of budding speed-worms who would be most
grateful for a good fast triplet to hang on to in the summer. Somebody
ought to head a deputation to " Captd* Keizer !

As I have given up speed riding, I can quite conscientiously ma»ke
a lot of suggestions for the benefit of those wdio have not.

During tea, a dark smudge was noticed on the Skipper's upper
lip, but he promised to wash it or shave it off very soon. I forget
which operation wars thought to be most efficacious.

The weather was '•glorious," so altogether nothing was wanting
to make our visit to the Shrewsbury Arms a great success.
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WHIPPING STOCKS, November 25th.
The weather turned out to be of tl

iconsequence, we were favoured with a
members to this fixture.

L*rimshaw rode over tree a r
Cheadle Hulme, made an early rm
bv 10 a.in. on the Sunday. Buck
ti d kin Mullah via Lostock Gral
is believed that the other five members
line out. The mimical program!
feature of litis rum was discontinued or
eeeding's were by no means dull, being e
of Koenen' s, with ta1es of his novitiat e i11

The party dispersed very gradually,
go, followed by tlv* lligham- .nod Buckley
and The Mullah stopping mm h later.
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afternoon, and that the Skipper had ridden out ; but perhaps best of all
was the way the gathering held together. There was no helter-skelter
for the 9-7 train, and very few wdio found they had to go downstairs
to get refreshments fast enough ! The consequence was a very jolly
sociable evening, with everything going with a swung till 10 o'clock,
and no real second housa! Boss Higliam took the chair in his usual
able manner, allowing George Mercer to enjoy a busman's holiday,
and I am sure we all heartily endorsed his remarks .about the debt of
gratitude we were under to "Kekil'' Blackburn for the splendid
r ntenainment he had arranged, as well as the appreciation we felt for
the >erviee> rendered by our old friends Andrew and; Newallydanc\ our
new friends, Kermode, Bainbridge, and Mayer (accompanist). There
is only one crnim-nt I must make, and that is thai the programme
would have been improved if " Kekil " had not been so modest in only
singiug-once. The programme was so epoch making that 1 cannot
do better than give it in extenso, " Kekil " led off with u The
Schooner • 1le.-peru.-,' " followed by Newall with " Mary " and "'I
Hear Vuu Calling Me." both sung very sweetly. Then came Prichard,
the serio-comic, with " Kiss Me, my Honey" and " The King's
Champion," and Andrew with " Land of Hope and Glory " and " Two
Eyes of Grey," magnificently rendered. Knipe favoured use with a
monologue, " Levm-ki at the Telephone," band then as we were not
getting on fast enough, two singers were turned on at once, Newall
and Kermode " knicking " very well in "The. Moon Hath Raised"
and "lite'- Dream is O'er, Fan-well !" Ba.nhrufge gave u- -ome
-tones in \nglo-WoL-h, followed by Andrew wath "' Glorious Devon"
and "She is Far from the Land." Charlie Keizer aroused great
enthusiasm with liis Shakespearian recitals. " Clarence's Dromi "
and "Soliloquy from Henry IV."* Kermode gave us "Shadow-
Gather," and L. Oppenheimer wound up Part L with "The Two
Grenadiers." After the few had departed for the Train we resumed
again,, Newall setting the ball rolling with "With such a Dainty
Dame" and "Absent," which did not refer to anv Club members.
Andrew followed wath "The Bugler" and " Mvrra," and Charlie
Kcizer very finely recited "Hamlet's Soliloquy." Then Kermode
obliged again with "'The Veteran's Song" and "The Yeoman's
WedclingV and Prichard completed the programme with "A Soldier's
Life." After the Boss's speech, and Mr. Mayer's equallv eloquent
reply, we all sang "For they are jolly good fellows," and wound up
with "Auld Lang Syne," an evening that will long remain in our
memories.

IY50BBERLEY, December 2nd.
Six member- and one visitor attended this fixture, whi< h is not so

bad when we rem* mber that two of the Manchester members Intel gone
to Hunt's Cross It means that a large percentage of the Manchester
members who ride with us in winter were out.

Mrs. Leigh has not yet forgotten how to cook, and the bovs
h,,'Ma ;il piM.M dm, .,. i],, irUt m the usual manner. We do not
P^—'-; n- n.u-n.d mlcmt ot our Liverpool brethren, but the evening
passed all too quickly listening to various raconteurs, chief of whom
was our visitor,

WARRINGTON, December 16th.
Smno: The Patten Arms, shortly after six o'clock in the evening.

lv,n,aMp '̂qanmK under the weight of steak-pies, legs of mutton
A/1 lb n. lamb -K and all the usual and appropriate trimmings in the
»n H, ° "oT " : l°i "aA nothm^ of the apple tart and ricepuddings ihere are gathered round twentv Black Anfteldersand one
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friend, who, although not one of us m fact, is one of us in spirit—to
wit, Joe Andrews. Full justice is done to tin viands, which were, as
usual, splendid ; in fact, the remark was heard: "'You Ann*elders know
where to go to get good feeding." So much for the gorging part ol
the programme : now for the ways and means or getting to the
"'beastly n town, which, by the way, warn not as beastly as usual, the
setts being too wet to be slippery, Manchester was represented by
but a trio, The Boss, Tumor, and The Master. The latter attended
his first Club run at " Warrentoun " for three years let us hop*.- thai
it wall not be as long, or anything like it. ere we see him there again
Bu< klev was, for once, an absentee, being In Sheffield representing
l e Y.K.R.A.. and, incidentally, the A.B.C.. at the dinner oi the
Sheffield Road Club. Cook, of course, (nine out through Frodsham,
accompanied by Tommy Royden ; as also did Edwards, Harry 1ooje
had a full car load, and also went via Chester and Frodsham. There
were tales floating round of many {date- of bread and butter having

the latter place. Awfully hungry work, this
The Skipper was also with Harry, and ought to be
What's the matter with pushing yourseli oui

been consumed a

motoring, eh, what
ashamed of himse
Mr. Captain ? Toft and McCann "paddled" out direct, and were
joined en route by Peacock and Stevenson. Those who returned by
way of Crouton and Broad Green will understand why ypaddled _is

not pedalled. over. J be doss seized the opportunity
" efore Christmas, of wishing ps
!-- '" The same to von, Boss,

provided by the last combined run Dei
all "whatever we could wish ourselve:
and many, many of them. He ab-.o expressed the hope that we shouli

:r attendance at Knutsford on Boxing Day, and suggestec
point of collaring another one, and

,1.W( Avnri^c (| -;,) cnidrh. bee
.v bid led by one- and
made up of Worth,

nave a otinipe
ihat each man should m;
lugging him to the rum though he didn't expres
over, the fire wee- in demand, and the gathering
twos until there were only the week-end party
James The Mullah, and The M
mem The week-enders were

wvam * home, or home

tster, and about nail a dozen Liverpoi
left to sole possession, and the smai
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ANFIELD BICYCLE CLUB.
FORMED MARCH. 1879.

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL

MOHTHbY eiRCUh^R
FIXTURES FOR FEBRUARY. 1912.

LIGHT

feb. 3rd Hunts Gross (Hunts Cross Hotel)..,... ......................... 5 51 p.m.
10th—Warrington (Patten Arms* - 6-3 pm,
12th Committee Meeting St Georges Restaurant at 7 p m.
17th- Hinderton (Shrewsbury Arms) ... 6-16 pm.

„ 24th-Haiewood (Derby Arms) ...... .......6-30 p.m.
Mar. 2nd Chester (Talbot) and week-end to Hawkstone .......................

Alternative runs for Manchester Section
feb 17th Goostrey (Red Lions
,, 24th Over Peover (Mainwaring Arms). » .-

Fufl Moon February 2nd

Secretary's Notes.
16, Croxteth Grove,

Liverpool.

At the Committee Meeting held Jan. 8th, Messrs. C. H. Tumor and
F. D. McCann tendered their resignations of the posts of J • r<;
Captain respectively. Mr. W. R. Toft was elected Captain, while Mr.
McCann took ever'the duties of Hon. Sec. Mr. Tumor was re-elected
Editor. Mr. W. P. Cook was elected to a scat on the Committee.

R.R.A. Delegates are Messrs. P. C, Beardwood and W. P. Cook.
N.R.R.A. Delegates are Messrs. C. H. Turner and F. D. McCann
Handicapping and Course Committee: Messrs. W. P. Cook, E.

Edwards, W. R. Toft, E. G. Worth, and the Hon. Sec.
The following resignations were accepted:- Messrs. A. L. Jones,

W. H. Gibson, and R. J. Robinson.
Prize Rule No. 1 was altered by the substitution of ''twelve1 for

§ twenty}> in the la.st portion of the rule.
A New Standard for for unpaced 24*s to be called J was made;

distances to be ten miles over Standard I.
A Mew Standard for 12's to be called If was made; distances to be

five miles over Standard G.
New Standards for 100; Single Bicycle, unpaced, A 6hrs. 15mm ;

B 5hrs. •lornin.; C 5hrs. 30min.; D. ->hrs. 15min. Ditto Tricycle, unpaced,
A 6hrs. 50rnin.; B 6hrs. 20mm.; C 6hrs.; D 5hrs. 45 mm.

The 12 Hours' Ride is to be run as a handicap, and Tandems are
to be admitted.
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t, ,, ;c „, be held in connection with th< 100, rhreeA Team Race is to be luia } offered for the hrst andSilver Medals and three Bionzt Aieaai
second team rPS;tfncd Membership of the Cheadle HulmeJ- A. Grimshaw has l^nJV^ecZfl;W} Anhelder.Social C.C. Grimshaw is now a ¥>

New Addresses. KlE S. Foster, 181, Albert Road. Wood Green, London, X.
W

W. L. George, 8i Well Lane, Txanmere, iPrketuieaa
F. D. McCann, Hon. be

WemrS" Willi ur,, h-js once again offered to bring a lantern and all

nmsfca! programme, " Kektl» having promised something very extra
special.

Lost at Hiiiderton.-A very striking Muffler of a pronounced type
Colours innumerable. Kindly return to C. k., 1, Lynton Terrace, Albion
Street, New Brighton.
RIP—Members will be sorrv to hear that Taylor, of the Glan Aber

Hotel" Bettws-v-Coed, has passed to his rest. Bettws without 1aylor
will seem verv strange, for he was a vast source of amusement, wita
his idiosyncracies and Malapropisins. Who is there that does not
remember his declaration that " Umbrellas are absolute nowadays, ana
his "Not identicallv?" Tavlor died verv suddenly from heart failure
on December 22nd," and his death disclosed the fact that his real name
was Harry Dunnington, and that he came of a good Nottingham family.
He chose" to lose his identity in " Taylor" so that his brothers, one ol
whom is an artist and another holding a ĥigh position in the inland
Revenue, might not know what he was doing. His life was a tragedy,
and by his death. Mrs. Evans loses a faithful servant,; and we Anfielders
a great, admirer. Such is Life.

The Baron is no longer " R. A. Fulton/' His name is now *K.
Arthur Fulton,5' as per u Liverpool Echo."

The following extract from "The Scottish Cyclist" will interest
Members in general and our " trike"" exponents in particular:—

"Yet with some English clubs many riders favour the three-wheeler,
and, we understand, there is in. particular several prominent Members of
the Anfield Club, Liverpool, who ride and handle light tricycles admirably,
and have no trouble in keeping up with the bicyclists when out on Club
runs." Oh yes! They have "no trouble in keeping up with the

e bicyclists! Je ne pense pas!"

Hinderton, 23rd December.
t am in doubt as to whether the event should be described as a Club

•run or "ramble." Upon reflection, however, the object is to get
there, and the older Members are gratified to see the fixtures in the
winter attended either through the mdium of bicycle: motor, walking or
tram.

On the date in question a beautiful spring-like dav obtained, ami
those who put in an appearance at Hinderton must have enjoyed the
outing and the change of fare, though a second round of the special
' diet would have been relished by the Knights of the Round Table.
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The man of the day was the " Mullah/1 who left his native heath at
noon, inspected the Cheshire Hunt, and arrived soiled but spatlike and
fit. Next in order of merit were the erstwhile Tandem pair, Buck and
Prichard, who left Newr Brighton at 11-30 a.m. and proceeded per boots,
turning up at 5-20 p.m.—-1.4 miles in 6 hours, a feat, which placed Prichard
in the tired department. Another walking party (quartette) made a brave
attempt at a six or seven mile tramp. The Pug-e-hot (1 don't know how-
to spell the original) contained H. Roskell and Charlie K., the latter
assisted by his faithful umbrella (probably to keep the flies out of his
eyes) and his neck emblazoned by a very saucy 'kerchief. The balance
of the participants was made up of pedallers—more power to them.

il

After grub, and whilst Xmas punch was being partaken of, a diversion
was created by the advent of the village minstrels, assisted by a very noisy
tambourine. Their glees were not bad, but a. duet by the local bass and
a doubtful _tenor was the limit. Cecil's face was a study, and the
Keizerette simply winced. Still, it was Xmas, with its " goodwill to all
men."

After the usual yuletide greetings and good wishes for. the coming-
year were exchanged, the. party broke up, the week-enders making for
Chester in a downpour.

Bollmgton, 23rd December.

This run was patronised by a very select party, amongst whom we
noticed The Boss, Buckley, and L. Oppenheimer. What the party
lacked in numbers was made up with enthusiasm. After tea, emulating
the historic example of the eminent personages of Tooly Street fame, the
affairs of the nation—I mean Club'—were discussed in great detail, and
it was the unanimous opinion of the assembly that something must be
done to arouse the interest of the other Members residing in the vicinity
of Manchester, otherwise there might be a. danger of the Manchester
runs _being discontinued. The meeting was, however, adjourned without
arriving* at a definite conclusion as to the best method of carrying the
scheme into effect.

Knutsford, 26th December,

I am not normally inclined to be up with the lark, (or whatever beast
of prey is first in the field at this time of the year) but: having in mind
that this was THE run of the year, I determined to make an early start.
Not only did I wish to be in time for the feed—at wdiich, alas 1 I have
sometimes been too late—but I desired to take each Mrmb< r by the hand
on his arrival. Remember, I am an exile, and see little of you; therefore,
wdth these laudable intentions I arose at 4 a.m., and cooked my breakfast
(the family declining such early repast unless I took the two youngest in
the trailer), and got under weigh at five punctually—successfully escaping
police observation as 1 suspiciously left the premises. It was a starlit
morning, wdth a temperature (out of the wind) that was more like July
than December, but any further illusion as to the time of the year was
dispelled by the quagmire condition of the roads leading out of: Birming
ham. Through Brownhills and Cannock the going was heavy, but a
pleasant relief came in the attractive run down by the edge of the Chase
to Stafford. Sunrise along the beautiful Trent Valley-—now glowing in
'pink under the exceptional colour of the early gathering clouds—was a
charm in itself, and well worth the early start. Newcastie-under-Lymc
is an ugly blot to negotiate, but with the breeze astern the going was
comparatively easv, and I was somewhat surprised to find myself at the
" Lord Eldon " bv 10-30.

:e.-.a:a.;aa-::. :3::ya:.:;::::::::--
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Needless to say, I was first tor oncv m my life Lme certificate?)^ and
I had time to inspect some of the quaint architectural beauties of Knuts-
ford before the arrived of the next contingent. Unfortunately for me, it
was the Editor man. who commandeered my services after an attempted
bribe of twopennyvrorth of beer, and 1. almost a teetotaler. He was accom
panied by the thoughtful Teddy Worth, she two having, together with
Hubert Roskell and James, spent a proper bachelor Christmas in some
forsaken nook in the:wilds of Cheshire. They appeared contented, how
ever. The others arrived in little groups of twos and threes, each
greeting one another with a cheery "'Man}" of them." Buckley was early
on the scene with a suspicious-looking contraption which made us feel
quite nervous. His first picture, 1 believe, included James, who was
seen disporting a mysterious gingham; another line subject was a group
of road warriors surveying three of tin- club ambulances in the yard and
watching tin- agile disembarkment of Hubert. However, we got to the
chief business at 1-30. The crowd, all told numbering 28, was rather
less than had been expected. The fare was excellent {copies of menu on
application, 6d. stamps), and also, judging by the aroma, were the
cigars kindly handed round by David Rowatt. Few also resisted the
tempting coffee at Edward's invitation. All were happy, and conversation
waxed merry as the fraternal spirits rose. So exhilarated, indeed, was
our welcome Bristol exile, that, failing one more beloved, he kissed the
modest Teddy, of New Brighton, under the mistletoe! Now, don't feel
jealous ! Christmas comes but once a year. Just as we were getting on.
such affectionate terms the party showed signs of melting by Johnny
Band announcing that he wanted to " get home early," and. so I with
others once more adjourned. It was raining steadily in accordance with
the precedent of last Boxing Day. James was happy with his gingham,
but our worthy President, who sets a good example by always cycling to
club runs, showed less enthusiasm for the dampness, as both he and
Norman, had come minus capes. At 3 o'clock I departed, so I am
unable to chronicle what happened to the remainder of the party. Doubt
less they arrived home by divers ways. Being so wet, the car gentlemen,
which included Carlisle, Crowcroft, Harry and George Poole, Sunter, and
other restful pedal-pushers, no doubt congratulating themselves upon
their comfort while the insatiable mud-pluggers, numbering Cook, Toft,
Worth, McCann, Royden. and other weather heroes, revelled in their
elements. It is all a matter of taste.

So far as I am concerned, I had wind and wet in my face practically
all the way Newcastle-under-Lyme being about the limit of luxury. But
eventually I reached Brum and home at 9-50. feeling- all the better and
happier for another Anfield run.

Halewood, 30th December.

I don't know why I was asked to write this report, and when. I was
HJrl1 dld iot sn>' " N°»" Anyhow, I presume I am not the onlyMember who has been put m the same cart—so here goes •—
Bf5 f beautlfulafternoon, and wishing to have some healthy exer-, I went out by « Puffing Billie "—all on my own. On arriving at the

meZh^A 9la pal' ^ old track rider> Bert Monk. He kindly tookblr lt/e arOVud a\ ye h°stelry, where he introduced me to yecVrSiXrkhl? U i Pu.rchased me some liquid refreshment, remained a
SSe^n nniS f ftmg °VF °M times" In a while Allows began toarrived ev?dStWBfd tW(S and .r°™times in threes. The motor parties
and the SSSriL to1 i I6 &millng faces> no breakdowns. James, Gobo,
a run hern R«rV «« L l 1S about seventeen years since we hadreckon Some mL P' -ha?S; SOme of us are ffettin* a bit ancient, Ireckon, borne more arrived on various machines. About the schedule

cise.
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attention to the fact that the attendance during 1911 was, very poor,
that interest m the taring wa- practically non-existent. Out of o
C»eor,ve but quite true. The Boss, proposed, and seconded by Theak
and Bender, _was
of approval for tl*
the office during the past year. i he Boss, m returning thanks, made
an appeal to every member to "pull together _and make 1912 a bumper
year." G. B. Mercer, proposed from the Chair, and Edwards, proposed
by Weils and seconded by Conway, were re-elected Vice-Presidents. Cook,
proposed by Toft, and seconded by McCann, and strongly supported by
Knipe, was elected Secretary, In the absence oi Cook, he not being able
to get to the meeting until late, The Mullah was appointed Acting Secrc-
tare for the pum<»o of recording the minute., oi the un-ming McCann
w,i- then ilo ad. Captain, and Xarnbuck and Tin Mull h nub-Captains,
Billy Owen, proposed by the chair, and carried with acclamation, will again
take an) .v^nl everybody's money. A b, !l«a Mi the members of die
committee was held, with the result that the following will sit on thai
august body;—Toft, Harry, and George Poole, Worth, Buckley, Xorman
Higham and Stevenson. Dave Fell and Lowenthal were re-oReted
auditors. The Skipper proposed that the Club -mould hold in 3912, four
" fifties,'*' " The 100a' and a " 24," but was prevailed upon to amend thi.;
proposition to two or three "fifties," "100," "24," and a " 12." This
programme wans passed, so that now those men who have been for so long
agitating for a "12 *' should be -miMied, and it remMa- to be -c-n
whether;they will support it by either riding or checking. The ?a-\r
proposition w i, that an entrance fee of 10 0 be charged for the "24a" and
57-_ for the "12," to cover feeding expenses. Now, remember, all youf
racing- men. or SHOI l.|)-l„ i.t. ing men, that these races ,*rr <he,
at the price. Ramsey Welh. who so much enjoyed his nap clown o> do
Bath Road "MOO," some two or three years ago, that he wishes others
k ".* down al<o, offered, as an inducement, a Prize of five guinea- to
the first Anfielder to finish in that event. Ramsey's offer wa? accepted
with blanks. The acceptance of this Special Prize: appears as if the
Club >ided with the Bath Road Club in the recent rumpus 'over the
amateui question. However, such is nm th<> cam as the meeting
when #the point was cool, decided that tlm poln • of'the Club on this
question should be left entirely in the hands of the Committee; It w;a
decided that the special prize for records should again be offered. Charlie

and Bentlev was re-elected President, amid considerable demonstration
able wav in which he lias < rived out the dutie- *

'0mn&K tiien/Pr°P°^(M his [' hardy annual "—that the Easter Ton
cheers. The destination of
on in the month of June. It i
1 "' '" v'" ticidf' Kik <; of the

be Bettws-y-Coed. Carried amid cheer,. The destination of
' lu r. V"1" k i\fixcd ^ I^amington in the month of June Tt wl»>-"d duo the \«tm,T Tear dnadd *
iarff Kowat," but this did not n

ip his Whilst
iff man should be satisfied with a tour

a.,, „. a,„ „^„ • . ""..v>. u,m utuui approval, it oemg

;. •im:-n°";';:.'.,::K".';:"s,v^••'•h,s ^-.v,„..-...,,i.;.,.. „,,„„,„.he :i 100'' a success t
doser at hand ..r d rproposition that the tou '̂ da a f"'^ ^ ih(\U'ah «o.k1. 1on sk, La, ,'hr '• k u!d i)e nparer Liverpoa, and that the detailsoe lett to the Committee heme- mc«fl rmm. M *. M kt -N. ;V Vagain offered a M>eri ,1 , ri i ?' °°k r''p01 Vt] lh ' I)" Ntri'lh^"and d(Cd<(] a n •' ] "" '' v !" ^MmM with lieartv thanks,ohi aecidcd to award it m connection with the JM00 " Cnnt m ^no-been made actiuainted with k;,- i 7* U!Uk!ne 1UU> Cook, havinglotelv declinedc*^mt,%^C^T^ l^VTl, °f S^retaDk absolve, and the proceedmis £ u tbP Mfullah ' was f^ed ln VsChairman, Scrutineers, eS! hoarty VOtes of thanks t0 the
Hunt's Cross, 6th January.

Ma • ?s Som. ^'a r°ttCn da>% f°r even the Apostle had
-nd Peicok Irl^w! • SAl11 E,dwards and Cook came vseacock had ndden via Ormskirk. The total muster

to confess
at only nine
via Chester,
was onlv
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labout 25, and probably this is accounted for by the exhaustion of energy
at the A.G.M. the night before. However, we had a real jolly evening,
which I have difficulty in recounting as .1 only received the Editorial
mandate two days later, and have no notes to guide me. The Hot Pots
were just the thing on such a night, and wrere greatly appreciated,
/although Jimmy Williams got more than his fair share of oysters, and
•was discovered fishing for them with a grub out. of the celery as bait!
George Mercer took the chair until he had to leave early to go on night
duty, when Edwards succeeded him. Jim Park led off with a pia.no-
Iforte solo, and then followed items by Blackburn, Johnny Band, Rudd,
Toft, Cheminais, Zam Buk, Knipe, Theakestone, and Cook. We w?ere
all delighted to hear Band's melodious voice again; he takes a lot of per-
I suuding, but if he realised how much we enjoy his efforts he would
surely favour us oftener, Zam Buck and Knipe recited excellently, the
latter being particularly good in " MacBray," but we had to have " Wee
Cotter House." Theakestone had a bad cold, but amused us none the
les> with his " Speech." Cheminais was in excellent form, and revived
" Pardonnez Moi " to the surprise of the younger and pleasure of the
older generations Of course Cook wais only turned on as a joke, but
at a small "family party" gathering everything goes!# During the
evening our old friend and erstwhile Member Simpson, with his brother,
" the plumber," arrived, and received a hearty welcome, and he promptly
took his place at the piano, which made it quite seem like old times,..
The second house was very small and select, Tommy Hoyden being much
missed, but it was nearly 10-0 before the cyclists turned out into the
sleet, and with the wind behind, had a very easy ride homewards. Thus
ended the first run of 1912,

Allostock, 6th January.
For this run the elements were more unpropitious than they have

been for months. Even the day of the Wheelers' Invitation " oO '• was
eclipsed, and goodness knows that was bad enough in all conscience.
The new- Manchester Sub-Captain had desired to go to Hunt's Cross but
having been appointed to this new post, he went forth to meet the Man
chester "crowd." All the way out through snow and sleet this solitary
individual made his way, his thoughts throughout the journey being of
the happy time in store and of the quip and jest that would be flying
round the festive board. Alas, friends, all the pleasant dreams during the
outward passage vanished like mist before the sun The "Three Grey
hounds" was reached, and 6 o'clock came, but where was the crowd of
Manchester Members? They did not materialise, and the newly-elected
officer had his tea in solitary state. This is the only occasion on which
the Manchester section have had only one for tea, and let us hope it wilt
be the last. Buck up, Manchester, and show that we stall have some
hard riding Anfielders in our midst,
Chester, 13th January.

A fine day is something to be thankful for after the many wet
Saturdays we have experienced this winter. I went out by the top road,
and found it very heavy in places, whilst a. stiff south-easter did not:help
matters. At the tea table at the Talbot the muddy roads seemed to be
the chief complaint; there was no complaint, however about the meat,
which was of its usual excellence. Mr. Bates certamly knows *e *ay
to cater for hungrv cyclists. Cody, who reached the Talbot somewhat
tired, came out via Runcorn. Other venturesome spirits lite^°k,
Royden and Edwards arrived via Queen's Ferry and Wrexham, lhe lastnamed gentleman was very late, being held up at Rossett by punctures.
The meal was enjoyed by 26 Anfielders.

After tea a pleasant half hour was spent ^^^Jf^J^l,Tommv Royden favoured us with his latest, "How I met Lend CheUea.
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y fore leaving Chester a good number visited the new Arcade, which is
tgarly finished, and when finished will prove a great addition to the
a rating city of Chester, The new Captain led a good party home
by the lower road to Liverpool, and johnny Band and Blackburn, on a
tandem, paced Cook. Royden, ILtwke,, and Cotter back by the top road.
The ride home was most enjoyable, and a steady breeze from the south
compt ns tted for the grind of the early afternoon. Let us hope that Cody,
entley, and the Keizerette were so plea,eel with the run thai they will
tttend more regularly in future.

Knutsforcf, 13th January.
This n h tuld ba\e lit- e 'in- Red I ion, Goostrey, but owing to

the unfortunate illness of Mrs. Kno.wles, the destination wars changed to
Knutsford.

First of all "'The Mullah'' must be heartily congratuated on his
appointment as Sub-Captain, and in doing jso I am sure that it m the
unanimous opinion of us all that we have a capable successor to our
worthy Buckler*, who does not -corn ,o active a, of voro.
";" XT " "''•'"',. -Now, as regards the run. I met our Sub-Captain at Cheaclle, from
whence we proceeded via Dean Row, Mournm, and Broken. Cross, with
the intent nan of discovering a road " Mullah " had seen on the map and
i id not yet traversed. Tins we eventually found, and aftei going
through several gates and farm yards we struck mud (I should say we
-mck._in the mud), O, it warn delightful-—the hard r you pushed your
machine, the worse it became embedded, and onlv by getting* your
shoulders under the saddle were Ave able to make any headway. How-
' y -iher several mighty efforts we came out on. the Gawsworth-Marton
road, greatly relieved. (No more surveying with vou, "Mullah."*)

71
.,a "amonga a nivuii.

capes- " having commenced to rain rather heavily. We reached the
"Lord IMdon- about the scheduled time, and did justice to a splendid
u:» ^cetlently served. The attendance was again !i?appointing, nnlv
mx being present, and thU including two friends ofm '«u menas or Buckley'-.

Come,-you Manchester Members. Is this the wav vou are going to
f^f^.M^ir newly-appointed Sub-Captain. Sunk vour.m ,„,b a
lav ,4 1 Km lhlS' XVhr{? were the "-^art Set?" Rinns, a.hcr,have you been putting yourself tor months past?
to flhnf n^Lu*\vT Pr1fsklen-t was unable to attend this run owingto feeling unwell. Me wish you speedy recovery, Boss.

C. PL Tl'RNOR, Editor.© A
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ANFIELD BICYCLE CLUB.
FORMED MARCH, 1879.

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL.

onthly Circular.
FIXTURES FOR MARCH, 1912.

larch 2/3rd. -Chester (Talbot), and Week-end to Hawkstone Park HotoffitopML
„ 9th.—Newburgh (Red Lion) , 6_58 p,m,

11th.—Committee Meeting (St. George's Restaurant, 7 p.m.)
16th.—Warrington (Patten Arms) 740 p.m.
23rd.—Helsby (Robin Hood) • ,., 7.22 p.m.
30th—Lymm (Church Inn) 7.33 pm

Alternative Run for Manchester Section.
larch 9th. Sandbach (Wheatsheaf) , ,

Full Moon March 3rd.

Secretary's Notes.
16, Croxteth Grove,

k Liverpool.
Members are particularly requested to make a note of the following

: Dates of Races and Tours. It is hoped, by giving early notice, the dates
' may be kept free from other engagements, and so ensure the proper support
l>f the various fixtures.

First " 50."— 4th May.
"100."—27th May.

All-night Ride.—21st/22nd June.
"12."—13th 'July.

August Tour.—3rd/5th August.
" 24."—23rd/24th August.

Second " 50,"—21st September.
In addition to the above the Committee are prepared to hold a further

" 50," provided the support given to the first two warrants such a course.
The resignation of Frank Oppenheimer has been accepted with great

regret.
The following names have been "struck off the List of Members for

non-payment of Subscriptions " :—G. Croft, G. A. Evanson, H. Hellier and
J. B. Wilkie.

An Anonymous Donor has offered, and the Committee have accepted the
following Special Prizes :—

(1) Of the value of Ten Guineas to the member winning the N.R. "24,"
or of the value of Five Guineas to the member putting up the biggest mile
age in that event,

(2) Of the value of Five Guineas to the member doing the best per
formance in the Speedwell " 100."

(3) Of the value of Three Guineas to the member doing the best per
formance in the North London "50."

(4) Of the value of Two Guineas to the member doing the nest per
formance in the- Manchester Wheelers' "50." .

E. Webb has resigned his membership of the Cheadie Mulme Social G.U,
and is now a first-claim Anfieider.
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The following Runs have been arranged for the Easter lour:—•
Friday Llandudno. Lunch at the Grand Hotel Cafe (on the pier).
Saturday: Via. Beddgelert, Aberglaslyn and Penrhyn-deudraeth to

Tan-y-bwlcln Lunch at the Oakley Arms at 1-30. Return via liestmiog
and Dolwyddelan.

Sunday: Llanfairtalhaiarn. Lunch at the Black Lion at 1-30.
Return by various routes on the Monday. Lunch has been arranged for

at tiie Castle !Hotel, Ruthin.
If it is your intention to take part in the Easter Tour, please drop me a

line, or otherwise advise me, not later than Saturday, 30th March.
F. I). McCann, Hon. Sec.

Mems.

The "Liverpool Echo," in its issue on the first Saturday after the
snowstorm, stated that " the tremendous fall has naturally put a stop to
wheeling" and "that riding could only be resumed after Nature had cleared
all the fall away." So all you men who were out at " Warrentoun " per
bicycle must either have gone per rattler or else have walked there, iou
could not have cycled out, because cycling was impossible. The "Echo"
has said so—therefore it is so!

Members will learn with regret of the death of Will Fell, who was
an Honorary Member of the Club in the old days of the Lower Breck Road
Club House. Although never much of a cyclist the older generation knew
him well, and even in recent years he has occasionally been seen among us.
He passed away after a very painful illness on January 23rd, leaving behind
him the memory of a very lovable character. To his family in general, and
to Dave Fell in particular, our deepest sympathy is extended.

Warrington, 20th January, 1912.
One of the good resolutions which I made for the New Year was that

I would attend every Club run this year, yet when contemplating the
journey to Warriugton over roads covered with snow, my resolution was
nearly^ broken, but after having made the journey and experienced the
peculiar sensation of sliding about over the snow, I was amply rewarded.
Our worthy Editor (by way of recognition 1 suppose) conferred upon me the
honour of writing the account of the run, and I almost felt I had experienced
"Glorious weather" when I realised the compliment which had been paid
to me.

Many of us were greatly amused to hear the views of one of our mem
bers, who was speaking as a Cyclist on Saturday—-whilst earlier in the
week the same member had expressed himself as a Motorist. Needless to say,
the two expressions did not exactly coincide.

Considering the day the attendance—which totalled 25—was very good
and as only a small muster was expected, tea had been ordered for twelve.
Under the circumstances, it was a very judicious proceeding on the part of
the Sub-Captain to perform the official duty early on, and in some cases I
think he obtained Cash with order.

However, everyone seemed to have been satisiied and after the usual
smoke and chat we proceeded on our various ways—some walking, others
by train, about 50 per cent, cycling and one car party—and apparently all
reached home safely without any exciting experiences, excepting in one case
—where a new game was played, viz. :—hunt the whip—at a little place
between Warrington and Rainhill, but of this we will say no more.

Hinderton, 27th January.
I rode out via the Transporter and Chester with a "friend," who shall

be nameless. Suffice it that he was trying to do me over all afternoon, in
spite of—or because of—the fact that I told him I was tired before we
started. ,

It was a beautiful clay—real winter—and the roads were not at all bad,
although the snow was still in evidence in places. At the top of Rock
Savage,, especially, it was quite thick and we had to beware of the frozen
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ruts. After that it was fairly plain sailing. Ai
we were hailed by another party consisting oi
•jioyden -on a tandem and Oook and Edwards - th
staff and after uniting our forces a scrap was
leading the way. As we rounded a sharp bend, a
tried to sweep us of! fche earth, but were unsuccessi
lifter our health very politely as he passed. Of cour
it,

oi i ii ii v Band l o 11 s m v

Lopeci, Doe J a ndein
te oi. motor cyclists
One or them asked
• told him all about

h.-ft tommy ttoyuen is trying to persuade jonnny
,, i,

irip wit,

ho.

ami
nun

ills I
feiini

•111 — i ! w
it! IIH'tii

terwards tommy tioyden was
>us adventures- all tacts of coi
;ir<i it at Chester, he gave us
> to ><•(• an estate on * olosin
For oiy part. 1 think J om n

buite as much to do with it as fche
ptvoured us with quite a lot store be

There was a fairly good muster,
(bicycles? No one could grumble ai th
motorists and pedestrians outnumber
Whipping Stocks, 27th January.

1 had a pleasant ramble round I
{through the lanes to the "Three G;
jfbr refreshment, and then proceeded
I was tln> first un
like fche Allostock run. Short .
on schedule the two Highams appeal

i ana naa uc
u- n.n,

"Hunts Cross, 3rd February.
A raw, uninviting, inclement day,

and fche weather conditions were tar I
what it will, little recks fche hardy A
Main, hail wind or snow, mud, leg oi
awheel, " ploughing fche lonely furrow.'
he chortles in bis glee. Well, like t
ardent enthusiasm which few oth
poregathered at fche Liverpool ei
Into fche unfriendly night. We I
nation After all, its much th

For the

,\ u

SO

a i

m i

samcy

a la Jug;'
few of his

UQ.

Ut

:auen

I spirits
eni o utand torsalong triencuy sneixei., wvuv

ght a train to translate us to our desti-
oaos! comforable mode of cycling. Our

•and. The courtesy of Hubert incarriage was crowded, some naving do
'o Theakstone was extremely gri

msideration for the
(physically) to
touching example ot toe w<
no time was lost in taking <
and representative one. fche
of the nasi, with the heroes vi n^ ....-,., .........,—- „.„V ot the catenng and attendance, winch was in mil

xit „,; ,«! /h.Mt- nlr! Charlie Koozer and we nope he winditch's best style. We missed deal o a i. na u i\ - , . tl • nsoon be able to be with us again. Hie members looked ,m r ^neii ouu
»i)i . ,... j. „,,„*..,,. After a sumotuou> iepasv

giving up nis scar
equalled by his subsequent c<

he rest oi the journey, so us to

»us and was emy
by -stting on him
v the draughts, a
iveii at the'Hotel,
liermg was a .nogy

here being 46 members and friends present. Giants
roes of the present and (no doubt) of the _

Superfluous to speak oi the catering and attendance, which w
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the Concert, An array of talent, mes ehers, which would have gladdened
the heart of the most exacting of impresarios. Pa Higham took the chair
and kept the programme moving briskly. A Monologue from " Client "
opened this part of the proceedings and the "Claque" did their best for
him as usual. Then followed Mr. Mann, a visitor for whose presence
we are indebted to our friend of "Wee Cotter Hoose" fame. The song
chosen was "Drake goes West,'' and it was delivered with telling effect
in a rich baritone voice. The rendering, as it well deserved, " brought down
the liouse," an encore being vociferously demanded and responded to with
"Phil the Fluter's Ball," sung in inimitable fashion. Then came our old
friend, Thomlinson, who delighted us with the " Lily of Laguna," giving the
boys an opportunity of joining in the chorus. Then another visitor, Mr,
Thomas, a tenor of exceptional beauty—I am speaking of his voice of
course—gave us "Mountain Lovers." He magnetised the audience by his
artistic rendition, and was enthusiastically encored. About this time Pa
Higham, having a long journey before him, vacated the chair In favour of
Teddy Edwards—Teddy is one of the " Bhoys "—one of the " Philberts "—
He made an excellent chairman and kept the ball rolling merrily. After a
couple of Mandolin Solos by " Chem." we had a couple of songs "The Bells
of Ely " and " Molly Malone " from Mr. Mann, then our " furrin " friend
Mr. Peris showed us what he could do on the Ocarina, playing inter alia,
a piece which he had composed specially for the occasion and dedicated 10
the Club, which went off with great eclat. A further treat from Mr. Thomas
in the form of "My Sweetheart when a Boy" and "Like Stars Above"
was succeeded by Mr. Thomlinson with two dainty songs " Grow, Little
Mushroom, Grow" and "My Lady Loo" tastefully rendered and greatly
appreciated. Then Mr. Mann, who seemed never to tire, enchanted us with
a Somersetshire song, which was received with deafening applause and
encored. The concert concluded with Air. Thomas's rendering of " Thora "
and " Absent," sung in the artist's best manner. Our genial friend and
late member, Arthur Simpson, and our visitor, Mr. Mann, divided the work
at fefe pass-M with great cra3.it Th- ger^tid verdict en leaving was thn+ -
had had one of the best musical evenings since many a long day—a real
old timer!

Our best thanks are due to our visitors. Messrs. Mann, Thomas, Peris,
Simpson and Thomlinson, for favouring us with their company and for
making our fixture such a success. We must not forget our pal, "Cecil, who
so ably engineered the function and performed his work so unobtrusively.

We who had come our together " All went marching home again " in
like manner, lightening our journey with merry song and story, quip and
crank, carrying home with us the pleasant memories of a very enjoyable
evening.

Warrington, 10th February.

As a preface let me state that I was basely betrayed into this job.
At four o'clock I left the "City of Smells" for Warrington via Bold

Heath and Sankey. The roads were rotten and on two occasions I was
unpleasantly reminded of the necessity for tare m c-ow -g tram lines.
Leaving Warrington, I met three of tlu* "lareiu u • ••' h-u <<nni ig o , but,
continuing through the lanes to Hatton, eventually joined the Chester Road
at Daresbury and not seeing anything of the ""via Chester party" rode
slowly back to Warrington. There was the usual Anfield crowd, some
muddy, others so nice and clean—it was quite a treat to see them -but all
hungry. After tea_the Manchester party and the motorists were first away,
the Birkenhead and Liverpool contingent following, leaving the week-enders,
Worth ana rumor, who eventually made their way to Newton-le-Willows.
Taking the (-ronton Road. Johnny Band piloted us along till Stephenson
had to stop owing to his nose bleeding. Whilst waiting we were joined bv
Cook and party, so we all rode on to Crouton together. Leaving Crouton.
Johnny Band again took the lead and riding very strongly with only one
leg (thank goodness he's not like a caterpillar) led us through the mud to*
Liverpool. C- H> TTJRNOR, Editor.
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ANFIELD BICYCLE CLUB
FORMED MARCH, 1879.

PRIVATE AND CON FJ DENTI AL,

MONTHLY CIRCULAR

FIXTURES FOR APRIL, 1912.

Light up.
ipjil 5/8th.—Easter Tour, Bettws-y-Goed. Circular herewith 7.48 p.m.

13th.—Lostock Cralam (Black Greyhound) *•'.••••• ••--,.•• 8.2 p.m.
15th.—Committee Meeting, St. George's Restaurant 7.0 p.m.

20th.—-Wrexham (Wynnstay) 8.13 p.m.

27th—Nantwich (Crown) , 8-25 P-m-
pDay 4th,—First 50 miles Unpaced Handicap. Tea at the Elephant

and Castle, Shawbury, and Week-end to Hawkstone Park.
Full Moon April 1st.

Secretary's Notes. n
16, Croxteth Grove.

Liverpool.

The 1912 Racing Season will ho opened on 4th May, with a "50."
fintries for this event must reach me not later than Saturday, 27th April.
Members are requested to make a note of the following dates of OpenEvents. Tho.e- desirous of riding in any of them may^ have Entry Forms

on annlication —-11th May, North London "50"; 8th June kmgsdale«50"V 22nd June^Manchester Wheelers' "50"; and 21st September,
Speedwell " 100."

At the last Committee Meeting it was decided to invite Clubs to submit
the names of the members for whom they desire mvitatmns for the 100.Should these names be acceptable to the Committee, invitations wil] be sent

iUVll rather mteresting discussion took place at the llf.m^fP^Ztwo members had requested a Committee man to suggest that during thesmuuuM months, instead of having the usual tea.commonly ^ as ^g
tea." something simpler should be ordered. It is felt that dmin„ t
hotter weather a plain meal would leave us in better health, to saj £°jmngoi^ pocket There is no doubt that at the majority oi places nowadays no
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do not get full value for the two shillings. Oil a hot summer's day nobocfv
expects to. or does, eat two shillings worth. Ton are one and all requested to
ventilate your views, either in writing or verbally, to any member of the
Committee, which will, of course, be guided by the verdict of the majority'

If it is your intention to come to Bettws (and it is hoped to have a
larger muster than ever before), please drop a line to me, if possible before
the end of the present month.

New Address.—H, B. Saunders, 34, Sandymount Drive. New Brighton,
The following clubs hare been invited to submit the names of their

members for the " 100 " :—North Road (5), Bath Road (4). M C & \ <j
(4). Unity (4), Vegetarian (3), North London (3), Polytechnic (3) Man
Chester Wheelers (3), Speedwell (3). Manchester Wednesday (3) Oak (3)
Highgate (3). East Liverpool Wheelers (3), Irish Road Club (3) Sharrow (3)'
Sheffield Road Club ..(3), Yorkshire Road Club (3), Kmgsdale (3), Liverpool
Pembroke (3). Evesham (2), Grosvenor Wheelers (2), Hull Thursday (2) N
Liverpool. Y.M.C.A. (1), Cheaclle (1), Cheadle Hulme (1), Leeds Road Club
(1), Warrington (1), Leicester Road Club (1), Halifax Road Club (1) Leeds
Albion (!), Leeds Kirkgate District A.C. (1).

F. 1). McCanx, Hon. Sec.

Mems.

It wis said at the Hawkstone week-end that the Manleys were giving
tLSi6 St"1' Whitchurch, in order to concentrate on the Hawkstoneiiotel. Ihe arrangements have fallen through, and thev are continuing as
netore. *

Hinderton, 17th February.

^t^J^ti^ a¥e t0 get au;ay at an ('ar]r h°™ on this Saturdayo anv n+, ] to "lake my way direct and, consequently, have nothingZ*J ^ Jo write about of happenings en route. But"one thins I {
^undJnfttltl-thf tW*'aS decidedly "some moisture' not onlytho£v )l li I ^everywhere. Tho roads WOTe extremely heavy, but,
landoe lv t^t ' thtFe Wi1S "° W,1kL M «sual> there was the smallSord wflf n,fS l^P11 m , n-ice rouild "» Queensferry and upS nS n bT phester- jt, 1S ramoured that Edwards must beto do tho rfiJ^ 1" acnlmV rf^S he reported having taken two hours
taKSi iS^' and °Veri a2 hour back *rom there to theS" Lnl ^fJ a r i'T waV ctwd of seventeen members, of whomtun teen—good old Anfield number—rode to the rendezvous Of the re
tra<teX otlh^ tfSt' Walked °Ut" and tl><->tiu-v t.nV:UhV4p to We'llofcadL^f that we'̂ c ur^nr^Kf::as'd;n;irpaS I"1"?1 a* '^ IFYToft «i i/l iMwo,^c „-i i i •'. aml- uas clone mil justice to, especially hviOlL <UKl J'jUW at (IS, WIO had OOite n -firrk+ +^ ,. •• • 1 ii • ' ilongest Hi\tn.-v A*Z«i+ quite,a y&llt Do see who could -remain at workwages*, riibtoiv does not record who proved the victor \H,>r +,,., +|,(»
toast was "many of 'em" to Harold TWl l • ',Hole Bands he<r rv,,-,u t> j r. £r Kand> sv]u> *s shortlv entering theSmeafSSft^S^ i?°uds °/ *fat™ony. With the darknes? had
ournev st 11 there ^,,-fjdl mado the goinf a tlifle tricky on the return^\u>£ S^ ThnZ!^r aecePtenceS for the West' Kirbv-Moreton^ngWore^ »do not Vemembermade^ngs none too comfor?^ st^in $£ ^^^^^n™
Coostrey, 17th February.
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Jever. I continued on direct to WdmcU,,- i t_ i ,,it seems a pitv that " the nowe • hft ^ ^ P? ro,ad a,] to m^elf.and make a job of it T affic from hI? \ ^ *• take tJ,is road in ^i • £ / i «(<iuh iiotn Manchester some- south ln« <,+ ™„™ *a choice of two decent roads, so if the Stval rZu\ „-., , • Plesen*

sequently wencled my way in that direction. After a ref eshe I rnade nvway direct to Goostrey and there found the Presfdent and fuckky The
sb^hiTaePr^ o?rred by the a™] of j™ a-d ^—* -
Haiewood, 24th February.

It happened like this—the editor man asked Mac. to write up this
inn. and as Mac. did not follow the American motto £<I)Q IT NOW" of
course he promptly forgot to do it. A whole week later, simulating un
dying friendship while we were idling about in Hawkstone Park and feeling
at peace with all the world, he suddenly sprung it on me in this wise- "Sal
old man, do you remember anything about Halewood, because the Mullah
asked me to write and I can't for the life of me remember the job?" I am
now heartily wishing Mac. had fastened on some other mug as I was out
°u my °Wn fo1 gra<;t- An5TwaJ thore was quite a crowd of Anfielders atthe ' Derby Arms" to do away with the solid, homelv feast; I know I
remember a giblet pie, even at this late date. Poole, Cook, Sunter,
Williams and, J think. Cooper had gone to London to help to liven up that
dull place, rumour having got about that lately there had been a. decided
falling off in the visits of provincial "Lhads," which caused the usual
habitues of the Lounge L'Europe and the Bristol to adopt a shockingly
. blase appearance. Our heroes seem to have hiked things back to the right
trail, and so London exists for another year. All. this" is by the way and
typical of the scribe who knew precious little of the run before he started,
and a. lot less now. It seems they have altered the tank at the "Derby
Arms " ; it used to be quite a respectable sort of tank, just a little cubby
hole 6ft. by 4ft., with a 7ft. by 6ft. fireplace. Well the ceiling has been
raised about a foot.tlie fireplace has been replaced by a- modern invention,
so of course tin1 room is spoilt, there's too much ventilation, and to make
matters worse they've painted it. The whole show is ruined beyond repair,
because it's not half so warm as it used to be. The vory oldest 'nabitant
who was wont to grunt all night in the ingle nook, the while he smoked
his old black cutty.' and periodically tottered to his feet to poke the fire with
an equally old crutch, simply could'nt stick it, so he died of grief. Some
body should have sprung the "Tempore mutantur nos et mutamur in ibis"
wheeze on him. Its'odds on he would have replied : "Thank'ee sir. thank'eo;
a pint of six and three of gin in't sir, thank'ee."

A number of men walked out to tin1 run, some sat down to it and
trained, while others trained down to it and. sat. Cecil Blackburn and
Buck, and Yen. were among the first species; Lord Chelsea and led
Edwards were on the long trip through Warrington, but 1 wont peach
about the rest 'cos they mightn't like it. After tea it was out into the
night and a horrible dash for Liverpool, which proved to me that J was
whacked and awfully unfit to a degree hardly creditable; it makes me sore
now when I think on't. However, we were on the 9.20 boat—that is to say
exactly thirty minutes after leaving Halewood.
Whipping Stocks, 24th February,

The close of the Winter Season is at hand and nextmonth ivill com
mence the combined runs of the Club when we Manchester mem e s wihave the pleasure of meeting our fellow members from Jnve, pool each
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Saturday. Why this fixture is not better supported by the Manchester
division is difficult to say, several members were semi in the vicinity who
did not put in am appearance at tea; nevertheless we were pleased to see
seven members and friends foregather, amongst whom were Grimshaw, who
had ridden over from Preston, and Grimsdell, of the North Road Club, n
friend whom we Mere delighted to welcome amongst us, and we trust now
that his business has brought him to Manchester we may have the pleasure
of having him with us on many occasions. During the evening our old
and esteemed friend, J. V. Marchanton, gave us a look, in and listened to
seam.* interesting Motor Stories by Air. Armstrong, of Oldham, relating to
his adventures whilst learning to drive. Altogether a very pleasant evening
was silent,

Chester-Hawkstone, 2nd March.

Some authorities thought it was too early for such a long week-end run,
but there are others who think that for a club founded "to promote fast
and long distance riding" we do not have sufficient week-end runs, and
that the small support these fixtures have received in recent years has
arisen from well-known regrettable reasons. Certainly the success of this
fixture seems to show that with enthusiastic energetic officers determined
to promote cordial sociability, week-end runs will flourish again, for the
weather outlook was pretty bad on the Saturday, and it took some pluck
to tackle the 29 miles from Chester to Hawkstone against a howling gale.
Twenty-one sat down to tea at the Talbot, including Gerald Grimsdell, of
the N. R. C. C. who was a. most welcome visitor, and who had paced The
Mullah, who was the sole representative from Manchester; but Cook and
Royden, who came out direct via Queen's Ferry and Wrexham, reported
having met "Dean and Dawson" in what looked suspiciously like Frank
Roskell's car crossing Grosvenor Bridge, and we hear they week-ended at
Wrexham where they were joined by Fidus Achates. Why they did not
stay for tea in Chester is " wropt in mystery." After tea the week-enders
prepared to get on with it. the car- party, consisting of Sunter. Jimmy
Williams, George Poole and Rowatt, leading the way. followed by The
Mullah, Bentley, Royden, McCann, Cook, George and Peacock (new tandem
combination—very hot on 66 gear) and Grimsdell on motor bike bringing
up the rear. It was real Hard Work to Handley, but the moon lighted us
on our way and gave us some very fine wild sky effects. Beyond Broxton
we got the shelter of the Peckforton Hills, and as there had. been very little
rain the going was ever so much easier, and we all foregathered at the
Swan, Whitchurch, except Bentley, who, with a fine display of napper.
slipped unawares through the town, and got well ahead of us. At Whit
church we heard that The Master and Croweroft had checked at tea time.
so that made our party numbered 14, and as good Weather would certainly
have enabled .Hawkes, Venables, Charlie Conway, Barry and perhaps
Cheminais to get clown, it is pretty evident the fixture "was attractive.
Going over Press Heath Grimsdell ran out of " essence," and had to pedal
on to Prees, and them a choked earburator caused a further delay, so that
Tumor, Cook and. Royden, who played the part of good Samaritans, did not
reach Hawkstone till 11.0, just as supper was ready. After supper the
party of 14 had a very merry time while "sitting up for Hawkes,5' and
McCann and Tumor made excellent Barmen, but at — —{fill in to suit taste)
we decided that Hawkes was not coming, and we all sought our- "virtuous
and secluded couches." Sunday morning brought us a great reward in
"glorious weather," and some were energetic enough to visit 'Neptune's
Whim before breakfast. Afterwards the whole party wandered, through the
Park for three hours under the guidance of The Master, whose knowledge
of the place as the result of several "rest (aires11 is both extensive and
peculiar. Unfortunately Bentley had to leave us before dinner to keep an.
engagement, but he did. so openly ami above board. After dinner we sat
in the Sun Parlour, and F. H. vastly entertained us as a Quack Doctor!
We were indeed a " jolly party," and 'it was with great regrets that we paid
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up and departed about 3,0. Indeed Grimsdell onjoved Hawkstone so much
that he decided to stay over till Monday. Leaving Tumor to the tender
mercies of tin- F. H.-Crow tandem, the Liverpool contingent departed in
batches tor tea at Hmderton, and although the wind had backed to West
the roads were quite dry and the going excellent. At Broxton we met
Mawkes on a very clean machine, which perhaps explained why he had not
defied the elements the night before, and after a stop for a drink at Chester
wo duly reached Hinderton, where we found Kettle and a friend walking, and
Harry, and had quite a merry tea party. With the George-Peacock tandem
going mad at Thornton Hough the party really broke up, and if von want
to know whether the week-end was a success, ask Lord Chelsea.

Newburgh, 9th March.
«

'This run was earned out under unfavourable weather conditions,
although there was a fair muster of members, some 20 odd turning out.
there was no incident of any note to record, but one has satisfaction in
recording to the excellence of the feeding arrangements, which were all
that could be desired,' So runs the account of the last Run to The Red
Lion at Newburgh, held 6th April, 1907, and which might very well do
tor the report of the present one. At the time of starting there happened
a cloud burst, accompanied by some sleet, and which left the roads, in
places, completely under water. We numbered 19, which must be written
down as being very good for the day. The feeding was good, but it would
have been nicer could we have had the joints on the table. Hotel pro
prietors, who insist on their staff doing the carving, evidently do not know
of the abilities of the Captain and other Official Carvers in the quick serving
line. On the way out, while skirting Knowsley Park, I sighted four
"cyeyclists" on the horizon, and had my work cut out to catch them:
When 1 did so the remark was made" Now the party will get broken up,"
but these fears were ill-founded, as we kept together, except when Rovden
and George, neither of whom knew the route, shot past one of the many
turnings. Did we wait for them P No! not much. On arrival we found
several had already called and were, presumably, out exploring the neigh
bourhood on foot. An expedition "to the top of Bold Hill "—that is "to
the top of the canal bridge, the genuine thing being too much like graft-
was made and "The famous Douglas River" inspected. Upon returning
to the hotel we were greeted by Knipe and Cody and by Harry Poole with
a car load. George Mercer, the only pedestrian, had footed it from
Ormskirk. A start was made for home about eight o'clock and the journey
seemed very short. To one who knows very little, if anything, of the roads
in this neighbourhood the goodness of the surfaces was astonishing. The
greater part of the abominable " Lancashire Setts " have been abolished,
and good macadam laid down instead—indeed, were it not for the abnormal
number of corners and cross roads, this part of the country would compare
more than favourably with our Cheshire roads. The good surfaces con
tinued right up to the main gates of Knowsley. Anyone who wants to see
a "motor-improved" road need go no farther afield than the main gates
of Knowsley. The contrast between the roads we had been over and this
piece was tremendous, and can only be accounted for by the latter being
extensively used by Lord Derby on his journeys to and from Liverpool. It
was in a positively dangerous state, being scored with deep ruts along its
entire length, and frightfully greasy. The general opinion was that it is
difficult to see what objections some of the members have to this run. One
great merit which it possesses is that it is a complete change from our
regular winter places, and I hope, if only on this score, that we shall have
more runs there in future winters.

Sandbach, 9th March.
Arriving at the President's, I found Tumor already there, and we

started for Sandbach under an agreement to ride slowly and enjoy the
•scenery. The first part of this arrangement. I am afraid, we observed
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ANFIELD BICYCLE CLUB,
FORMED MARCH, 1879.

PRIVATE AND COMF1 OEMTIAL.

Monthly Circular..

FIXTURES FOR IVIAY, 1912,

I
Litfiir up.

Way 4th, ~ir$t 50 miles Unpaced Handicap. Start at 4 p.m. Tsa at
Elephant and Castle, Shawbury, at 7-30 p.m. Week-end at

r Hawkstone Park Hotel 4.4., :•/.:..... 8-44, .p.m.

,, 11th.—Acton Bridge (Railway Innj .. .... ........... . 8-§0"p.m.

,» 13th.- Committee Meeting (St. Ceorge's Restaurant, 7 p.m.) .4.44,:.:..

,» 18th..--Whipping Stocks (Mainwarlng Arms) ,.....,.,. 4,. ,'44*4., 9-7 p.m.
., 25th.-- Whitchurch iSwani ,. .\-' • • 9-18 p.m.
„ 25th-27th.—Hundred Miles Invitation Unpaced Handicap. Head-

a quarters: George Hotel, Shrewsbury .....

June 1st.—-Northop (Red Lion)...........,vv. ... 9-34 |». •<.

Full Moon* 1st May.
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bed and breakfast and dinner, bed and breakfast) the charge is 16/-, and
from Sunday night to Monday morning (dinner, bed and breakfast) 8/-.
Please advise me at least a week in advance if it is your intention to stay
at Shrewsbury.

At the last Committee Meeting O. H. Turner tendered his resignation
of the posts of Sub-Captain and Editor. The Committee accepted the
resignation with regret. S. J. Buck was unanimously elected Editor.

Entries for the First "SO" must reach me not later than the first
post 27th April.

The course for the first " 50 " is the Shropshire one, starting on the
Wellington side of Shawbury Corner, at 4.0 p.m.

A large number of Checkers, Marshalls and Helpers are required for
the " 100." I shall be pleased to receive word that you are willing to go
anywhere, and do anything, round the Course.

F, D. McCann, Hon. Sec.
£ s. d.

Subscriptions are now overdue and can be remitted direct to me at
"Bank House,5' 378, Netherfield Road, Liverpool, or paid in at any Branch
of the London City and Midland Bank for credit of the Club's account at
Kirkdale Branch.

I beg to thank the following members who have already either con
tributed, or promised, Donations to the Prize Fund and shall be pleased to
add further names to the list:—Messrs. A. M. Higham, E. Edwards, T.
Royden, R, T. Rudd, F. D. McCann, C. Blackburn, W. P. Cook, F. Gee,
S. J. Buck, E. G. Worth, G. B. Mercer.

W. M. Owen, Hon. Treas.

Easter Tour Mems,

It is rumoured that a certain member, who shall be nameless, would
not come down to Bettws because Bettws is in Wales "look you!"—and
Lloyd George comes from Wales. Rather savours of " cutting off ones nose
to spite ones face."

One shilling for a cup of tea—and rotten tea at that! Such was the
charge at the Elen's Castle Hotel,—''owing to the Miners' Strike." The
hotel should now he placed on the Black List.

A most amusing incident occurred one morning in the yard of the Glan
Aber A very fine new Siddeley motor-car which had been on fire had been
towed into the yard over night, and was being inspected by a crowd,
including Dr. Carlisle and Theakstone, when the owner appeared, and
^staking George for the proprietor of the garage, who had been sent for,
said How long will it take to put in running order, and what will it cost?"
George, thinking it was Carlisle who was addressed, made no answer, and
the mistake was discovered, but if he had only had presence of mind enough
t? Sty 11 iew llofrs~-£25"--he would have obtained possession of the car.
Von t ask George how he missed getting a cheap car, for it is rather a tender
subject.

Mems.

ia, ? is \freatnSityJh?'t, The Mllllal1 felt compelled to resign his seat onthe Committee. The Club has lost the services of a good man
^n,Th6 Ej°£- Jecretary has three invitation forms for the North London
ou on lltii May. lhose desirous of riding may have same on application.;

- • ...
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Members will regret to hear that old Mr. Davies, of the "Grosvenor,"
time01" ait "* P& aWaJ" He had been in failing llealth for some
nu. rtj 1S Pr°P°.sed during the racing season to have a training spin eachlhursday evening, leaving Broad Green Abbey Hotel at 7.30 to Sankey
Corner and back, via Crouton Road to Black Horse, Farnworth, then
turning left to Ramhill and via Liverpool Road, returning same way. It
is hoped all members who can will turn out—those who are later can hurry
and overtake the others, or at least meet them returning. The skipper
has promised to be out, and any members will be sure to find some of us at
the Abbey about 9 to 9,30.

RUNSi
Helsby, 23rd March.

The morning of this particular Saturday was gloriously fine, and I
am afraid lured a good many out to Helsby, who, if they had known what
roads, wind and rain would have to be encountered in the afternoon, would
have given this fixture a miss. At least I know I should have been amongst
the absentees. I started off in a slight drizzle, which was the precursor of a
good steady downfall of rain, which lasted until nearing the Robin Hood. A
nasty southeaster assisted in making the spin anything but enjoyable. To
add to the discomforture the Chester Warrington Road was in a very bad,
state, and called forth unfavourable remarks from both the Manchester and
Liverpool sections. In places the road has been torn up by the motor-cars,
and is full of pot holes, which made riding more or less dangerous.

On arriving at the Robin Hood I found a fair number of fellow
Anfielders, all in good spirits and doing their best to get as wet inside as
out. Cook and Royden, who had left Chester together, became separated
in Delamere Forest and arrived separately, just before six. Thirteen sat
dowu at 6 o'clock, but this number was supplemented later by Grimshaw,
who rode out from Preston, and two more Liverpool men, Zambuek and
Rudd, Mine host did us well and the tea was greatly enjoyed by all.

There was the usual chat around the fire after tea, which was especially
beneficial, as everyone had his lower extremities to dry out. We finally left
the Mullah and Teddy Worth, who were week-ending and had a pleasant run
into Chester. The night was fine and cool and the wind astern. The pace
to the Shrewsbury Arms was too hot for me, the last five miles being a
scrapping match between George, who was very aggressive, Cook, McCann
and Rudd. The home journey was in strong contrast with the outward run,
•and I do not think anvone who was out was sorry he had been to Helsby,
for a little wetting now and then does an Anfielder good and is soon for
gotten. I might say, in conclusion, that no motors attended this run and
there were no pedestrians, it being attended by cyclists only.

JLymm, 30th March,

The Liverpool contingent were to be envied on this day, for they had
a glorious gale behind them on the ride out, and as luck would have it the
wind had dropped for the ride home; but what of the Manchester section I
The writer had been invited by the "Mullah" for a week-end on the tandem;
little did he think what he was in for when he accepted. Ihere was no
turning back, for the Siamese Twins could hardly have been more firmly
fastened together than the writer was to the "Mullah" on the tandem, and
the "Mullah" is a terror for work.

We left Northenden and went out via Altrincham and Tabley to Great
Budworth, fighting the gale What a relief Sh^^XB"ZJdL theCumberbach we came across Edwards and Hoyden, wholly_W*«f «§{«froad to Runcorn, insinuating that it was the way to take. Their directions
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ignored, having had. enough of the gale in our faces, we continued on the
road to Preston-on-the-Hill, intending to meet Cook there, but near Whitley
were caught in the edge of a storm, so turned right to miss it, journeyed
on through Stretton, clown Swinyard Lane to High-Legh and thence to
Lymn, where tea was very welcome.

The week-end party consisting of the firm and Worth, were escorted by
the President and a tandem ridden by Crowcroft and Koenen as far as the
Jolly Thresher, from where we went past the Schools at High-Legh, and
so to Knutsford for the night.

Easter Tour—Bettws-y-eoed, 4th-8th April.

Although this fixture was participated in by 31 members and two friends
altogether, it is manv years since we had so few really staying at the Glan
Aber There was certainly no difficulty over beds, for, whereas in former
-rears some sleeping out or doubling up has been necessary, this year some
of the members had the choice of two beds in their room, for the total
number in the house" onlv readied a maximum of 22. How to account for
this is difficult. No doubt the coal strike (fashionable excuse just now) kept
away some of our distant members from London, Leicester and Liscard,
who"would have had to accept aid from the rattler, but seeing that "Mawr
Conway braved the perils from Bristol, this is not a completely satisfying ex
planation ; neither do the defections to Overton and Hawkstone fill the bill.
Perhaps it was a combination of all three, but let facts speak for themselves.
As usual Boss Higham with Crowcroft on a tandem started first, and reached
Denbigh for Lunch, by which time the Westerly wind had developed into
a healthy gale, and they "made history" in their fight against it over the
heights of Llansannan and Gwytherin, struck some new roads, and finally
landed at Bettws quite satisfied with "something attempted, something
done." During the afternoon Toft, Worth, Edwards, Bentley, Royden and
Cook (trike) on cycles, and Rowatt, Mercer, Blackburn, Band and Theakstone
in a car also struck the Denbigh route, while in the evening Hubert Roskell
and James in a car got as far as Mold, and Turnor and McCann got as far
as Ruabon, where thev wisely chucked it, for it was no night for struggling
on so late. Bentley, Edwards, Royden and Cook had tea at Denbigh, and
learnt that Toft had just gone on, but Worth passed through non-stop tor
Llansannan and striking tyre trouble was forced to stay the night at
Llangerniew. Up to the Sportsmans was certainly a corker, and en route
the Rowatt-Mercer car party passed the struggling cyclists with hearty
cheers.

Cook and Edwards found Toft at the Sportsmans, but as Royden and
Bentley were evidently doing a lot of walking, and Edwards was overdue at
Trefriw. these three pushed on, and finally reached Bettws at 10-0 to find
with the others Buck, VenaMes and our good friend Mr. Andrews, who had
come down by train. Later the party for the night was completed with the
arrival of Bentley and Royden, who had struck a snowstorm and other
luxuries on the descent. Friday morning gave us wet roads from the rain
during the night, and Bentley joined the pedestrians, while the rest set oft
for Conway and Llandudno, and were rewarded with bone dry roads and
"glorious weather" within 4 miles. A stop at Trefriw Wells drew a blank,
but at Conway we were in luck, for we met a friend of the Boss's, who
opened two bottles of Cham., which mixed excellently with Chateau de
Bass, and according to Lord Chelsea really did make "the hills fade away.
At Llandudno we were joined by James and Hubert, and 12 of us sat down to
an excellent repast, after which we returned by Llanwrst, where we called
to see Johnny Price. At the Glan Aber we found Worth, McCann and
Turnor bad arrived, while, staying elsewhere, Dr. Carlisle, Marchanton and
Oliver Cooper put in an appearance, and after tea a party walked up to
the Swallow Falls and back, although the Boss was the only one who signed
the checking sheet. Saturday saw 16 of us making for Tan-y-bwlch, via
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SbifEl J;,f?t althouSh th« W1»d W» *till strong the gale had largelysuf,Mded. and the passage was by no means a bad one, so that we all arrived
i fV /akoley An?s m ample time, and were so well catered for that we
i 1- i I •! i was a I"?1 g(fd ,ouse- The ret,ini journey through Ptestiniog wasdelight,.ul except tor the desertion of the "Mullah;' who had gone off alone
determined to go via Pout-ar-afon-gam and Ponmaehno, but lost his way and
found himself with us on the Gardinnan Pass! Coming down t&epass
some of us had to play the good Samaritan to a ladv who had half killed her
self by riding down on a free-wheel machine with onlv one inefficient brake
She certainly would have been killed if the "accident" had occurred a little
lower down by the bad corner near Roman Bridge. Whv will people start out
with one brake broken and the other ih,!(,s^ Afternoon tea at Doiwydellan
proved an expensive luxury, and a black mark is now scored against bbo
house, but we soon forgot about it when we found Tom and Charlie Conway
had arrived, and as the Hawkstone pari v. consisting of both Poolea Stinter
and Williams, favoured us with their presence at dinner, we made'quite a
good show. The evening was spent bv the motorists in repairing their
tyres,_ so we saw little of them until we saw them off at 11-0. Sunday was
om' biggest day, for Buck and Venables hired a chariot, Nawkes rode over
from Liverpool and Edwards joined m at Llangerniew, bo that 23 rat don n
for dinner at Llanfairtalhaiarn, and were excellently catered for by the
Byrds. Marchanton and party called, but did not stop, and the "Mullah11
had toured round by the Sportsmans and Llansannan on hii nun. The
return journey was made by various routes, the main parts direel «ith
•Worth and Bentley hanging on to the. Buek-Ven chariot, Edwards bv
Eglwysbaeb, Turner and Mac by IletUvs-yn-Rhos and Taby-earn, Roakelf,
James, flighnm, Crow, Hoyden and Cook by Abergele and Colwyn. tin
reaching Bettws we found Stevenson had arrived from Overton on Dee, and
thus our party was completed. Sunday evening provided quite a aovel
experience in the Chapel, We had music each evening, ana are greatly
indebted, particularly to Mr. Andrews. Tbeakstone and Blackburn, win
worked hard for our entertainmeet, but Sunday evening was fchi evening,
because in addition to having the presence of our prominent Tank Merchants
in their Glad Rags, we were favoured by members el the "Deutseher
•Turnverion Manchester" fraternising with us, and they undoubtedly hugely
enjoyed themselves, and particularly appreciated Theakstone,s item . which
he gave with extra brilliancy. The D.TAI. party were staying at the
Glan Aber (sleeping out) and exploring the district on foot, and they proved
most jolly sociable fellows, thoroughly appreciative of the Tank, and highly
entertained us with their Hymn Hooks, out of which they Rang German
songs with choruses. One of them sang several songs for us, and it win
vastly entertaining to see the nay the crowd }<
time without understanding a word! With the |

tied in the chorus each
Inn nut si 11

was turned off at the works- <-aeh night, owing to .
was brought to a elo-«* with very appropriai*- speech mal nig bv oie el
.D.T.N, and the Boss, and after making a fob of Charlie Cbnwsy'i chocolates"
and Rowatt's cigars, etc., we brought our l*--t evening to a successful close.
Monday morning brought a gale of wind and heavy ini-fy ram. with the
n-ult that there were some jibbers and investors in railways. Worth and
Hrntley trained to Rhyl, but Charlie Connav was the quaintest, for ht
trained to Chester, and then got out to ride against the wind instead of
r ding with the gale and training against it! Tin; rest knew from past
experience that it was 1.000 to 1 the rain would soon be ran out of, and aa
the ,.itid was a Muter one, uhat. did it matter!3 We were simply burled
along at a dangerous rate all the way to Chester. _Beyond P* •ay wi get
Stretehes of bone dry roads, and at LlaofihangcJ, while repair
tyre the rain ceased, macs were* stowed anay, and we oontUl
nshine to Ruthin, where 14 sat down to loach, Here- ,:

till* M'.HMOII

i believe,

nanSJune to nutuin, h ui i i- *-* nsbv %mfwm w huow»i **> «'• ••-" "• >•"•

or Wrexham to call at Kowntt's country place, and Wm ©ommci
itoeeeded to Mold and Chester. So strong wa» mm vipd thai for,

(|i 'in

s
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the first time on record the whole party rode BwlchyparCj but the speed
engendered was the cause of some trouble, as the tandem had more tyre
trouble, and Cook's chain came off and locked in the differential, giving
a lot of trouble to get out, and resulting in a bent tooth that kicked up a
row like a gatling gun, and necessitated the purchase of a new chain at
Mold, where we were joined by Harold Kettle and Fish of the Sharrow C.C.
Mold to Chester was like a sea beach and caused further tyre trouble, but
we arrived at the Talbot for tea at 6-0, and did ourselves very well. After
tea Higham-Crow and Turnor departed for Manchester, Toft and Conway
took the lower road, and the rest proceeded to Hmderton, and were delighted
to find the gale had largely abated, so there was no real graft, and all
eventually reached their homes highly delighted with one of the easiest
rides home from Bettws ever experienced. At Bettws a wire was received
from "Ben Allen," of the Pickwick B.C., regretting that their North Wales
tour had been cancelled owing to the strike, so that we were deprived of
the opportunity of meeting the oldest club in the World, and a most
" artistic" post card arrived from Del Strother " Specially to wish you
all a very merry and enjoyable Easter ..... with very kindest
regards to all the boys," which was very greatly appreciated, and I feel
sure we can say that Del Strother?s good wdshes were fully realised.

Lostock Oralam, 13th April.

When our enthusiastic Editor pounced upon me on the stairs just before
leaving and asked me for a report on the run, like a fool I answered Yes! and
have regretted it ever since. I have been out of touch with the Club for so
long that it is difficult to dwell on very recent events; however, it was a
pleasing sight to see so many of the old faces, which appear to be the very
backbone of the Club, and I am afraid but for them we should meet the
fate of so many similar organisations and fizzle out. We have many new
members I am" told, who I sincerely trust will turn out on all possible
occasions.

Most of the chat was upon the previous week-end at Bettws, which I
was counted in at and may say enjoyed myself immensely with the exception
of Monday morning, and this' was, borrowing the word from the President,
BEAUTIFUL? ?

I believe there were about 24 members present amongst whom I noticed
the evergreens Toft, Worth, Buckley, Edwards, Cook and the remains of
Koenen (cycling), but about what struck me as being somewhat _sad "was the
entry into" the yard before tea of a scolloped Blue-mould containing a very
decrepit old man: this person (I was informed by one called Croweroft) was
the old End-to-Ender, known as the "Doctor." I said "really,"—further
words failed me.

Our prospective member, Mr. Lionel Cohen, came out for the first time :
McCann piloted him out and the skipper saw him safely home with the
assistance of Zambuck and Cody, who returned via Warrington. Stevenson,
I believe, did "all the extensions" on the wray home and evidently has his
eye on the 24. I hear the Chestor-Hinderton contingent allowed a tandem
with Band and Blackburn up to hustle them so much that they had to stop
at Chester to rest and then had difficulty in reaching Hinderton. I was
not there and it may only be a rumour.

o. J. hJUCot.,

Editor.
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FORMED MARCH, 1879.

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL.

MONTHLY CIRCUL

FIXTURES FOR JUNE, 1912.

Light up.
June 1st. Northop (Red Lion) ,.,, , 9.34

8th. Hoo Green (Klltoti), Photo Run 9.36
„ 10th-Committee Meeting (St. Ceorge's Restaurant, 7 p.m.) ........
„ lStta,.—-Wrexham IWynnstay) , 9.39
„ 22nd. Chester (Talbot* and Manchester Wheelers' "50" in Shropshire. 9.40
., 28/29th.—AU-night Ride. Circular to follow 9.39

Secretary's Notes.
16, Croxtetii Grove,

Liverpool.

At the last Committee Meeting, Mr. Lionel Cohen, 26, Hartington Road,
was elected an Active Member.

The date of the All-night Bide has been altered to a week later, and
will now take place on 28th and 29th June. The Special Circular will be
..«.-"t c'«t h* -1" '••»«•*• Thfl ;f.ir. rffl b- by '*u<- M p-/M. N<*w FettV boaf
from Liverpool, leaving New Ferry Pier at 0-30, proceeding through Chester,
Nantwicfa, Woore, Lichlield, Cannock and Stonebridge to Leamington.

The Manchester Wheelers' Open "50" is to be held on Saturday, 22nd
June. We have four invitations, which have been given to J. A. Grimshaw,
J. C. Band, G. Poole and F. I). MeCann. It is hoped that as many as can
do so will make their way down to Shropshire and render all the assistance
in their power to our men riding. For these men who cannot get down a
run has been fixed to Chester, but no arrangements have been made for tea
there; each man must order for himself.

Charlie Conway has again kindly offered to take the Club Photograph,
and the best way to show our appreciation of his goodness is to turn out
at Hoo Green on 8th June. It is intended to give the idea of plainer teas
a trial at this fixture; eggs, preserves, stewed fruit, etc., have been ordered,
but doubtless anyone who desires something more substantial may obtain
what he wants by specially ordering it.

The entry for this year's " 100 " is a big one, and all members are
particularly requested to place themselves at the disposal of the officials,
ready to do anything and everything necessary round the course.

F. D. McCann, Hon. Sec.
» Mints.

Harry Poole is to be married on 6th June, and, on behalf of the
members, a small token of esteem, subscribed for by them, has been sent to
him. The presentation took the form of a solid silver salver with a suitable
inscription in the centre. Harry Poole, in acknowledging it, says "I wish
to convey my sincere thanks. It came as a great surprise, and wWle thePresent is most handsome, may I be permitted to say that the friendshipsand associations it represents add very much, to its "J*™^1^^™pleasure I have in accepting it." We all wish you both every, happiness,
Harry. ...
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RUNS.

Wrexham, 20th April.

It was my misfortune (or honour should I say) to be standing next to
Zambuck at the moment he suddenly realised he was the new Editor man.
Of course he did it on me.
It was a beautiful, warm day. At least that Was my opinion before I

started out, and as I was supposed to .be in training, I thought I would go
round Warrington, and even dreamed airily of Tarporloy, etc., etc. When
I got going I found it very dusty and warm and myself apparently very
tired, so I ended up by going direct from Warrington and arriving at
Wrexham at 6, thoroughly baked, after averaging the terrific speed of 9
miles per hour. I was much relieved on arrival to hear that nearly everyone
else was in the same boat, and that there was a nasty, warm wind.

There was a very good muster—27 I think when all had arrived—and
the tea, in my opinion, was equal to anything we have had this year. From
these two facts it seems advisable that we go again as soon as possible.

Cook and Hoyden on the tandem were very late, having hadid^peated
puncture trouble on the Llandegla route. They finally bought a sp^re tube,
which Tommy put in his pocket. Its presence there had a miraculo effect.
There wras no more trouble.

While we were standing on the steps at the front after tea, Zambuck
disgraced himself for ever as a married man by going off between two
charming young ladies. I would point out that this is demoralising to the
morals of the younger members, and that it should be put down with a
firm hand.

Quite a crowd started home together, but it was somewhat broken up
by scraps with Johnny Band and Blackburn on a tandem. Rudd seemed
to hold the opinion that tandems cannot go fast down hill or else that
Johnny Band had got a bad leg. He challenged them half way down
Marford Hill, and ought now? to be convinced that both these opinions are
incorrect. (It should not be overlooked that Johnny has, in any case, one
good leg.—Edi) -......•.. ... "..-. ,.

Some of us called at the Talbot, and as we came out Cook and Hoyden
came up with Mac and George Poole.- After leaving the latter, who was
week-ending, we joined forces and took the top road home.

Week-enders were quite numerous; George, Kettle and Peacock going
to Overton-on-Dee, while the Mullah and Master (per tandem) and Teddy
Worth went somewhere else- I was told the name of the place, but regret
I cannot spell it.

Nantwich, 27th April.

The afternoon was windy but otherwise fine, and the weather could not
be blamed for the small muster of 16, only one of whom hailed from Man
chester, Turnor of course. Our latest recruit, Cohen, was going on to
Manchester and had naturally anticipated companionship, but as the
Mullah was, as usual, week-ending, he was disappointed; however, I
believe Stephenson went part of the way with him. Although I heard a
good many growls about the long run, yet quite a large proportion did some
extensions on the way out, but perhatas like myself they were thinking
of the homeward passage. In any case there are some who did not turn out
because of the distance, and I think Nantwich is too far for April. Tea
was good, but cold. After tea, while the Handicapping Committee adjusted
the marks for the approaching "50," Johnnie Band gave a rags repairing
exposition, and when some of us left just before 8 o'clock he was still at it,
while George, McCann and Rudd had joined him. With the present motor
improved! roads, lane exploration in the afternoon, and, as we cannot alto
gether avoid the main roads, tyre exploration after tea, promises to be
quite the thing. I hear that McCann, Cook, Rudd. George and Band, who
were last to leave, had still more trouble on the way to Chester, and they
were so late that only Cook and Johnnie did the complete tour via Hinderton.
Royden, I should think, was first home—an easy first—as he disappeared
from the Skipper s advance party at Sutton with a bite, and I am told
never slowed down until he reached his doorstep.
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50 Miles Unpaced Handicap, and Week-end Run to Hawkstone Park, 4th May.
This fixture attracted a muster of 24, which is rather better than we

have been having lately. The "50" card showed an entry of 12, and we
were all pleased to see Johnny Band, Bentley and Tierney proposing to
scrap again, especially the latter, whom we have not even seen at a Club
fixture for several years. Unfortunately Band caught a chill, Bentley de
cided the day was not good enough for him, and Tierney failed to materialise,
but we hope to see them competing in the later events. After weeks of
drought the weather completely broke down, and it was just such another day
as that experienced for the Manchester Wheelers' Invitation "50" last year; a
cold, S. E. wind and driving misty rain with heavy roads. Owing to tyre
trouble Poole (who had George, Cooper and Williams in his car) only just
arrived in time to act as timekeeper after Toft had arranged for Edwards
to deputise. Right from the start Grimshaw showed his title to the scratch
mark by being over a minute fastest over the first 7| miles, and at 16|
miles he was 3 minutes fastest, but both Lowcock and George were well in
it for the handicap, McCann and Rudd having punctured. Stephenson was
riding -ongly, and Cohen was shaping well for a complete novice and
total stramger to the course, but neither Carpenter nor Webb seemed to
get go "s|g. Unfortunately George punctured near Hodnet, and this left the
issue between GrimshaW, Lowcock and Stephenson. At Crudgington the
last time (37§ miles) Grimshaw was 5 minutes faster than Lowcock, but at
Hodnet (44f miles) Lowcock had got back a minute, and but for puncturing
and having to finish on the rim would probably have secured first prize, as
there was only 18 seconds difference on handicap, Grimshaw getting first
and fastest with 2-40-56, and Lowcock (4 minutes) second with 2-45-14.
Stephenson (18 minutes) was third with 3-1-29, showing an improvement of
|! minutes on his previous best on a perfect day and giving us every con
fidence in his future as a scrapper. Webb (8 mins.) did 2-56-19, Carpenter
•(20 mins.) 3-9-40, and Cohen (20 mins.) 3-11-52, which is most meritorious
under the circumstances. After the race 19 sat clown to an excellent and
properly ordered feed at Shawbury, and then the week-end party of 8
{Toft, McCann, Turnor, Stephenson, Koenen, Woodrofte, Cohen and took)
made for Hawkstone, where Grimsdell was found awaiting us, and a very
iollv time was spent. With Woodroffe and Cohen to be shown the Park
and "experts" Captain Slosh, The Mullah and Mac with us, we had a most
enjoyable ramble all Sunday morning, and then after dinner Grimsdell,
Koenen and Turnor departed for Sandbach, and the rest of the party made
for Tarporley, where Toft and Stephenson continued on to Runcorn and
the other three for Hinderton, which was duly reached after encountering
a rain storm at Chester, thus completing a very pleasant outing.Carpenter lived up to his reputation by riding all the waj back to
Birmingham seemed to forget there was an official week-end runto HW&Xne^ PPeiUese they exhaled it at Easter I We b^rfGeorge Poole to guide us to some of the places m the Park we havt never
™*Worth at the S bend at Hodnet improvised an excellent flag with his

**SE&STK5M £ftU*£i EST- 28BE he
came on to Shawbury f°%tea' a^i,*^irch-a little matter of 108 miles!only <»»^^^^^^^^& Pitdfciailness) outside Whit-It was *°« ^ fi0 IWt^f£isltake^he„ he found himself in Malpas-anclchurch, and only jeaTOd ^JS This is the kind of thing helpers andctcklrs ££££ rVi^ufanyof the applause the performers mthe
limelight get. fn„„-u+ hU wav down against the wind and rain asHawkes ^^^§^^^bSefS the wide-o turned tail I
far as Hampton Green, ana tat-n *-"» , chester in 29 minutes?feUSetl? pC2f£ - SSS3£ ^ "— keen Irt^t
to come all the way from Leicester.
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Acton Bridge, 11th May.

I had hoped for the company of our President on the outward journey,
but had to make the trip alone. We are all very sorry that owing to
continued ill-health the Boss is not able to attend with his former regularity;
we wish him a quick and complete recovery.

There was a high wind, but it had blown away the threatening clouds
of the morning, and in brilliant sunshine we enjoyed the finest snow of
blossom for many years. Between Cucldington and the Hanging Gate great
patches of hedge were perfectly white, without a leaf to be seen"'; and in the
woods on the east side of the Weaver tlie hyacinths were lying like a blue
mist under the trees. A not very large company sat down to tea at 6
o'clock, but there were many late arrivals. We had given up hope of
seeing Toft, but he got in as we were finishing tea, and we learnt that he
had been at business till 5.45 j evidently his riding days are not nearly over
vet.

May 1 add a word on a serious subject? A majority of the Committee
have arrived at a- decision which many of us think ill-advised; but the matter
has been finally decided by the only proper means of a vote, and I think it
most- necessary that the minority should loyally accept the decision, and
should make no change in their conduct towards the Club or their fellow-
members. I know that our President takes this view, and acts upon it.
I don't know if he will approve of a reference to the subject in the Circular.
For myself I see no reason why matters of importance should not be
introduced here, so long as we avoid personalities.

L. O.
Whipping Stocks, 18th May.

Once 'again the small amount of interest taken by the Manchester
members, as a whole, in the runs was demonstrated by the poor attendance
at the Whipping Stocks fixture. This run, which might be said to be
"right on the Manchester men's doorstep,5' was attended by the splendid
number of ONE from the Manchester district; namely Turner. It appears
as if the time had now come when the Committee should fix the runs without
regard for the convenience of those members who reside in this part of the
country. It is certainly rather a long way for some of the Liverpool men,
and especially for those who cannot start early, to get out to the Knutsford
district, It means either a late arrival or a "scrap" all the way, and, in
my opinion, the runs should be fixed to places more easily accessible to
the Liverpool men. without consideration shown to the Manchester ones. It
is passing strange that the attendance at the Stocks should be one from
Manchester, and yet when a run to Wrexham is fixed there should be at
least four or five, although the distance is four times as great. Having now
got- this growl "off my chest/' some particulars of the run mav be of
interest. There was a total muster of 14, and, as Host Street had provided
for about 25, there was plenty of "grobb" for all. The afternoon was as
near perfect as it well could be, and all along the roads the show of blossom
in the hedges and fields was superb,—quite the best seen for manv a year.
After tea a tyre-changmg demonstration was given by a certain "member,
who had also had similar trouble on the way out, and who, on the way home
was left derelict at the roadside, having got through all his spares. The
old war horse, Edwards, had cut down the creepers and other climing
plants from his rags and timber" machine and was out on it. He was
hot enough for some on steel wheels, so we mav now look out for trouble.
The majority returned via Warrington, and there was a small partv of four
who had a very pleasant passage home through Chester and Hinderton.
James was out again after an absence of several weeks, and we hope that
now he has started again that he will continue so to do.

S. J. BUCK,
Editor.
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ANFIELD BICYCLE CLUB,

i
PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL.

-

Monthly Circular.
FIXTURES FOR JULY, 1912.

Light up.
July 6th.—Helsby (Robin Hood) ,., ., 9,39 p.m.
„ 8th.—Committee Meeting, St, George's Restaurant, 7 p.m
„ 13th.—12 Hours Unpaced Handicap, starting at 8 a.m 9.33 p.m,
„ 20th.—Broxton (Royal Oak) 9.26 p.m.
,* 27th.—Lostock Cralam (Black Greyhound) , 9.15 p.m.

Secretary's Notes.

16, Croxteth Grove,
Liverpool.

Mr. G. Stephenson has been elected Sub-Captain, and Messrs. H. W.
Keker and W. L. George Committee Men.
\ Mr. E. G. Worth has resigned his seat on the Committee, and the

resignation has been accepted with great and genuine regret.
Messrs. Cook, Burt and Selbach, of the University C.C., and Messrs.

Gillvray and Crooks (Sheffield Road Club), did not get up in the " 100."
They were prevented by business reasons. The trouble over the anti-
advertising clause had nothing to do with their not riding.

Many competitors in the " 100 " failed to call out their numbers to
the timekeeper when finishing, and although every effort was made to
establish their identity, one or two were consequently not timed; indeed
with a less efficient timekeeper than Harry Poole, who the Committee
believe to be without a superior, the trouble would have been much more
pronounced.

Owing to the tariff demanded at the Regent Hotel, Leamington, the
venue for the All-night Ride has been altered to Warwick (Woolpack).
The charge for afternoon tea, dinner, bed and breakfast will be 9/6. The
time of start has also been altered, being now by the 11 p.m. boat—that is
the last boat—from Liverpool Landing Stage, leaving New Ferry at 11-30
p.m. Supper will be ready at the Crown, Nantwich, at 2 a.m. Saturday,
and early breakfast at the Swan, Stafford, at 6 a.m.

Entries for the "12" accompanied by 5/-, to cover cost of feeding,
must reach me not later than Saturday, 6th July. The handicap will be
framed on that day, so entries received later than at the run cannot be
handicapped. The event is open to tandems.
Applications for Membership.

Mr. John Seed, Junr., and Mr. Richard Percy Seed, 8, Ash Road,
Higher Tranmere, proposed by W. P. Cook and seconded by F. D. McCann,
and Mr. Gerald Lucien <5rimsdell, 3, Cunnahs Grove, Old Trafford, Man
chester, proposed by C. H. Turnor and seconded by W. P. Cook.

F. D. McCANN,
Hon. Secretary.
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Whitsuntide, May 25th-2?th.

This fixture really commenced with the departure of the Tandem Trike
(Bentley and Keizerette), on Friday evening, to take up our quarters at
the George, and visit Tong on Saturday, but officially the fixture began
at Whitchurch, where about 15 met for tea -#1 Saturday. After tea The
Mullah departed for Oswestry to join James, Worth and Hubert Roskell,
and the rest made for Hawkstone and Shrewsbury. At Hawkstone J.
and L. Band and Rudd were joined by Neason, and on Sunday Blackburn
and Stephenson completed the party. At Shrewsbury we numbered 15,
but on Sunday night further arrivals including the Oswestry party and the
Hereford motor tourists (Pooles and Williams),, brought our number up to
26, which is the largest gathering we have had at Headquarters in recent
years, while also in the town were F. Gee, H. Kettle and Bailey, and the.
Newport contingent (Dr. Carlisle, Crowcroft, Royle and Dakin—we were
all glad to see Dakin again), joined us for dinner on Sunday night. On
Sunday most of the party toured on the course to Hawkstone, but Lord
Chelsea escorted a party to Mortimers Cross, and met several members of
the B.R. and N.R. at Craven Arms on the way back. ' We were again
favoured by an excellent day for the 23rd Anfield " 100," and as " the
eyes of the Olympic Selection Committee were on the Anfield "100" last
Monday" the event was of peculiar interest this year. It is not proposed to
go into close details here, as the Press has so generously done so already,
but of the 69 entries only 56 faced the starter, and at first sight this seems
significant, but it ought to be explained that most of the non-starters had
excellent non-political reasons for standing down. For example the
University team were prevented by the London Dock Strike, and Labour
troubles affected Gillvray and Crookes; and it was only the, N, R. team
that was withdrawn over a matter that is still subjudfce, and therefore
cannot be discussed yet, although it seems to the writer that the N.R.
would have been better advised if they had acted as the Unity Club did
and confidently relied upon our protecting them. Outside of this the race
was a great success, and all the feeding and checking arrangements worked
smoothly, although it must be recorded that the police complained to
Timbertiles at Tern Hill of the way competitors threw the bottles on to
the road, and something will have to be done to stop this in the future.
Owing to the team race we had the record number of 36 finishers, which did
not add to the "softness" of Poole's job as timekeeper, but only one mistake
occurred, and was admittedly the sole fault of the man himself in not
calling out his number as he passed the finish—indeed the man evidently
did not want to finish as he careered round Rockhall for the second time!
It would, of course, be a good thing if the last 13 mile triangle with its
overlapping of men could be avoided, but it is easier to say this than to show
how it can be done, and after all if competitors don't know when they
have, reached the finish, and won't call out their numbers, they have only
themselves to blame, as no timekeeper can be expected to be a Sherlock
Holmes, and the fact that only one man suffered through his own fault does
not seem to warrant any change. Early on it was seen that some very fast
times would be done, and that Hodges, of the Manchester Wheelers, off 24
minutes, and Bamford, of the Bath Road Club, off 18 minutes, were well
in it for the handicap, as they were only six minutes and two minutes,
respectively, slower than Moss, who had clocked five minutes inside evens
at 40 miles. And such was the result, for Hodges with 5-22--§7 secured
first place and Bamford with 5-16-10 was second, while H. Kinder, Liverpool
Pembroke (33 minutes) with 5-34-52 was third. It will thus be seen what
a remarkably close handicap it worked out, only three seconds dividing the
first pair, and a full list of the finishers shows than 10 minutes covered the.
first 12. Moss for the third time in succession did fastest with 5-11-12, again
breaking record for the course by 40 seconds, which, with his similar
sequence of successes in the B.R. " 100," are unique in the history of
unpaced road racing. And now what of our own men? Again we had bad
luck, but one outstanding performance we can all be hugely proud of. Rudd
punctured early on and never troubled the checkers. Both Mac and Band
retired with cramp at 46 miles, but in Mac's case it is only fair to say
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that some idiot had been monkeying with his machine in the stable and
as he had not marked his saddle oin ha mulr! *.„+ ZJ i-• m°l&> anarftpnhptKmi nnnr-fni^ri o+ Ka ^UiV P " nt, could not get his exact reach.
left withoilv t WW +m^leS :ihenJfn? ^,ite well> and t^us we wereleft mm only ttrimshaw to do the Club honour, and what a tower of

SrimshrcertVX^wJl !^TJtuU^Z&%ft^ *•*" ^are nil nrnurl nf hirr. ««™4 ino nancisome Del Strother prize, and we
SX hi ?SSr«f R«2i 0l -tllC B-11* WaS the on]y trike exponent,v2?J L« n«LS" a ?" SOme nu\° mil,mtes slower than Fulton did twoyears ago Other good times were done by S. L. Jones (Highgate) 5-16-5,
Bennett Lmty) 5-19-19, and Tapley (Oak) 5-20-25, while the team race was
wSh In ^ro^ot ImSK^ l^niKl^ *h.f^^clinic second16 21 24 gg gate °* |S% and the 0ak third Wlth an aggregate of.
Items,

Venables and Cotter were busy at the Raven. The ''smart set"
patrol ed the Chetwynd Church end of the course most efficiently, and then
came to Crudgmgton to give a hand there. The Mercer-Rowatt car acted
as the Commissariat Express. Buck was busy with his camera, and got
some excellent snaps of the- Sisters Rogers on their natty speed tandem.

We were all glad to welcome our old member Moir home from Indiar
on a holiday. He looked like Nansen in his motor bike rig out, and seemed
to greatly enjoy himself.

Among others busy helping round the course were Cody, Cooper,
Edwards, W. Jones and Knipe. Look out for Carpenter's son and heir, he
is very hot stuff and should be put up for membership at once. Another
ex-member revisiting the "100" was W. Slade, who for many years took
the Ercall check most efficiently. Fred Gee, Mercer and Williams worked
hard as clerks to the timekeeper.

An old member, whom we have not seen for years, made his first
appearance among us as a motor cyclist, and joined the noble band of
marshalls. We were all pleased to see him, and hope he will now resume
active support of the Club. ;

Northop, June 1st.

This was one of the jolliest runs we have had for some time, and will
certainly bear repetition. It was a glorious day, and most of us reached
Northop by indirect routes, some having done the round by Llandegla and
Llanarmon, while others had been in the Bodfari Valley and Holywell
districts. At 6-0 o'clock we mustered 15, only to discover that the Pro
prietress of the Red Lion had forgotten all about the date! A diplomatic
suggestion that a reduction in price, combined with " Do the best you can "
would meet the case, resulted most satisfactorily, and we hope Mrs. Bateman
will "forget" again. We certainly fared very well with delicious salmon,
salad, eggs, ham and eggs, cakes, jam, tea and yet again more eggs, all for
1/6, and were very pleased with ourselves afterwards. Stephenson and
Cohen departed for Chester and Warrington, but slipped their trollies at
Chester and found themselves in Birkenhead. Cooper and Williams went
to see friends at the Loggerheads, Worth week-ended at Farndon, and the
rest of the party toured gently to Queens Ferry, where Mac, who was unable
to get away, owing to business, met us. Here Blackburn had to repair his
mudguard, and Toft and Owen continued straight on over Ledsham, but
the others, Cotter, Cook, Edwards, Royden, Band, Mac, Blackburn and
Bentley and Keizerette on tandem trike, foregathered again at Hmderton
before, in due course reaching their various domiciles. The Mullah missed
his first nm for the year, as he was acting guide, philospher and friend to
the Manchester D.A. of the C.T.C. in a Wye Valley tour, but he was
evidently with us in spirit as he wired us good wishes from Leominster.
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Woo Green, June 8th.
Our old friend the Editor, button-holed me the other evening to write

an account of the Run to this charming old spot. The very elements were
dead against a large muster, as so many of our members now like the sun
to shin? upon them, but what is a little rain when you know your face will
be washed nice and clean to meet the piercing gaze of Charlie Conway s
.camera ?

Wre sat down to an excellent repast of the lighter kind, and thought
we had been done very well for the large sum of eighteen pence, but Oh !
what a surprise when our old chum the Captain returned us three D.
It was a pleasing sight to see an old member out in the shape of Butler

•Of course time, etc., has not lessened his girth, but I am sure we would
all like to see his genial old face amongst us a little oftener.

I think we had a muster of from 27 to 30, and a. few of the Wirral
men started off immediately after tea for the run home via Mere Corner
and Chester. The Boss was looking very well after his sojourn at Blackpool,
and he told me he felt wonderfully fit and was quite looking forward to
many pleasant runs during the summer.

Now if the Editor will not think it cheek on my part mentioning it,
I would very much like to see a real good muster for the All-night ride.
We are going to have a high old time, and the man who does not enjoy it
is only fit for his own company.

Wrexham, June 15th,
Zambuck was eyeing me curiously as we surveyed the High Street from

the Hotel steps after tea, but I little knew his intentions! However—here
goes. There was quite "a jolly party" of 28 at the Wrynnstay, and again the
grub was fine. Cook will agree that although the "gareon" does not
understand his native language, the inner man was nevertheless well satis
fied. There were, to me, several new tandem teams out, including the
-famous- Wirral Express—better known,- perhaps, as the- teiidcni-lrikc.
Another combination was Cook and W, Robinson (Wayfarer), and they did
not have, a rear light on the tandem. We were also pleased to see two
prospective members, J. Seed and Grimsdell, and a welcome reappearance,
after an interval of over two years, was made by W. Band, who helped
Rovden to lose himself looking for Llandegla without his usual guide; we
want to see you oftener than every two years, Will!

The Manchester contingent numbered two, Grimsdell and Turnor, the
latter being motor-paced for quite a dozen miles—rather useful I should
think with Saturday's wind, eh Mullah! It is worthy of note that Rudd
was mounted on roadster tyres and apologised for his inability on this
occasion to give his usual tyre repairing exhibition. Everybody was
beautifully "had" by the photographer of Maypole Tea fame, though nobody
admitted it. There must have been quite a number week-ending, judging
by the crowd left on the steps as the Chester contingent departed. The
advance party were taking things easily, digesting their tea in comfort,
until a tandem in a hurry came up; immediately there was a ducking of
craniums and all were off for the mud bath treatment. Oh how the dirt
-did fly, and after a terrible scrap it was a minstrel troupe on cycles that
arrived at the Talbot, after putting it through the tandem-trike and the
skipper and crew en route. The fiery Cook combination assured us they
would go quietly to Hinderton, but the risk was too great, and the two
T's (Royden and Edwards) and Rudd departed earlier, the tandem eventu
ally taking along J. Band and Mac, leaving Stephenson, George and Cohen
to go soberly (which they did) along the Bottom Road, dirty but happy.

8. J. BUCK,
Editor.
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ANFIELD BICYCLE CLUB.
FORMED MARCH, 1879.

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL.

Monthly Circular
FIXTURES FOR AUGUST, 1912.

Light up.
August 3rd to 5th.—Tour in Lune Valley, etc. (See Special Circular) ,, 9.0 p.m.

10th.—Wrexham (Wynnstay) 8.50 p.m.
12th.—Committee Meeting, St. George's Restaurant, 7 p.m
17th.—Little Budworth (Red Lion) , 8,36 p.m.
23rd/24th.—24 Hours' Ride 8.20 p.m.
31st.—Tattenhall' (Bear) 8.4 p.m.

Full Moon, August 27th.

Secretary's Notes.

16, Croxteth Grove,
Liverpool.

The Special Circular for the August Tour is in the hands of all members.
'It is particularly requested that due attention will be given to the last
paragraph.

The Golden Lion Hotel, at Settle, being unable to accommodate us,
arrangements have been made with The Ashfield Hotel, Settle.
The "24."

The "24" takes place on 23rd and 24th August. A large number of
Checkers and Helpers is required. It will help considerably if you will
advise me at the earliest possible moment of your intention and desire to
do all you can to assist anywhere and in any way. :
New Addresses. '•"•"•

W. L, George, 9, Tennyson Avenue, Rock Ferry, W. C. Humphreys,
72, Albert Road, Sedgley Park, Manchester, and G. H. Tumor, 5,
Kingsland Road,, Cheadle Heath, Stockport.
Now Members.

Messrs. J. Seed, R. P. Seed and G. L. Grimsdell were elected active
members at the last Committee Meeting.

Entries for the " 24," accompanied by 10/6, to cover cost of feeding,
must reach me not later than Saturday, 17th August.

F. D. McCANN,
Hon. Secretary.

Mems
The Del Strother Prize for this year's " 100 " arrived a day or two

after Whit Monday. It took the form of a most magnificent gold cigarette
case, beautifully enamelled in various colours—far too fine to use.
Grimshaw, the winner, is highly delighted with it, and our best thanks
are extended to Del Strother for his remembrance.
1 The Club is greatly indebted to Mr. H. L. Mitchell, of Wem, for his
help in the "12." Mr. Mitchell took the Shawbirch Check himself, and
also "fixed up" checkers for Haughmond Abbey and Shawbury Corners. „
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Many members will be interested in the following extract from a letter
received by Cook from a friend in New York:—"Fulton does not approve]
of the Summer weather provided in New York, and as to-day is the first
oppressive day of the season I have just telephoned (him to commiserate'
with Mm. He has been distinguishing himself again histrionically, and fehil
time I was present and can vouch for the fact. His part was that of anl
Archdeacon, and his make-up was capital and^ his voice good." JustJ
imagine the Baronial one as an Archdeacon! Ye Gods and little fishes!
The play was "Dandy Dick."

In a recent number of the "Roll Call," we are described as the
" anything but merry Anfielders" and the article expresses the further
opinion that we, as a club, are all at loggerheads, and out of sympathy with!
the doings of our Committee . While of course we must thank the " Roll)
Call" for this valuable piece of information, which we think has not i
particle of truth in it, we must also deplore the action of the Midland
Editor in allowing such twaddle to pass into print. There may be a l\ w
malcontents in the Anfield B. C, but thank goodness we seldom see them.

Sweet are the uses of advertising, WE DON'T THINK!!! Neither do
other clubs with the best interest of the game at heart. And this reminds
one that the "Athletic News" cycle noter, Campbell, should not, in his!
article, shout so loud about the forthcoming "B.R." and "N.R." IOO'sj
He mentions the date, and really only forgot to give the starting and
finishing points of the respective courses, which, given the day of the
event, must be pretty obvious to the dullest police force.

L. Oppenheimer, in a recent letter to the Secretary, asks to be
membered to the members whom he has not had the pleasure of meeting!
recently. He has been a most unwilling absentee through illness, but alJ
will be pleased to hear he is getting better and that he hopes to be riding.
again by the Autumn. We all wish you a speedy and complete recovery
Louis, and trust your projected holiday will complete the cure.

The attention of members, particularly those fond of experimenting
with various types of machines, is directed to the following :•—

re "Triplets," New Brighton, Ltd.
(in liquidation).

special meeting of the Shareholders of this Company held at '
on "Joy-day," .July 13th, 1912, outside the Albion Hotel, New1
the following resolution was submitted and adopted :-—
'That this Company, by reason of its liabilities (and other causes),!

can no longer meet its obligations, and that it be forthwith wound up
by voluntary liquidation, if possible."
The Auditors submitted the following Balance Sheet of the affairs of

the Company, which was eventually carried by acclamation, mingled with
groans and mc-cups.

At a
11.1 p.m.
Brighton,

Liabilities.

To Balance of Rent A/c (est.) 1
„ Balance — Cash due to
Chairman ... ... ... 0

BALANCE

£ a. d.
7 6

2 9

£1 10, 3

SHEET.

By One "Anfield Triplet,"
complete with wheels and
handlebars, &c. (at cost)..

„ One Chain ring (road-
racing pattern) hardly
used

„ One <!yele Lamp (with
oil and wick)

,, OneAir Compressor (with
flexible connection)

,, One Pneumatic Tyre re
pairing Out-fit (incom
plete) ",

„ Balance transferred to P.
and L. A/c.

£

o

0

0

0

2

1

0

0

2

d.

• <

I

•:

£1 10 3
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I A Voice : " Why isn't the Treasurer here?"
The Chairman explained that the Treasurer had left the neighbourhood

somewhat hurriedly a few days ago, but he hoped to have him back in time
for the Assizes.

In the event of the business of the Company not being satisfactorily
disposed of as a "going concern," it was decided that the Assets and Good
will of the Company be put up for sale by private treaty, and that all offers
be forwarded for consideration of the Liquidators to Mr. H. M. Buck,
"Cottesmore," Sea Bank Road, New Brighton.

N.B.j—Cash offers only will be entertained, and must be accompanied
(for obvious reasons) by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. The
Liquidators do not bind themselves to accept the highest, or any Tender.

RUNS.
Whcolers' "50" and Chester, June 22nd.

Quite a crowd were down in Shropshire to witness the Manchester
Wheelers' 50 and look after Grimshaw, Band and McCann. Those who
rode down had a very snaggy time of it against the wind, which the com
petitors knew all about before the race was over. F. H., Crow, Turner,
Cody and Edwards were at Hodnet; Cohen, Stevenson, Cotter, Toft, James
and Worth at Shawbury, and Cook at Shawbireh. Several others started
down, but discovered that the alternative of Chester was good enough.
The race was somewhat novel in that the competitors5 order of start had
been decided by ballot, and the timekeeper gracefully reposed on the grass at
Shawbury Corner, while the number of non-starters was large. Moss gave
another brilliant exhibition of his powers, and the way he shot forward each
time he got the wind behind was a treat, but he was run very close by
Bamford, of the Bath Road Club, whose career so far has been meteoric,
for clocking 2-26-9 Bamford was only 38 seconds slower than Moss with
2-25-31, and as the handicappers had generously given him 8 minutes he
was an* easy winner, McCann suffered his usual tyre trouble early on, and
Band chucked it when caught by Lowcock who started 2 minutes behind
him, but Grimshaw rode through with great determination (although his
time of 2-32-8 was not up to Iris form), and lie is rewarded with the Special
Prize given by an anonvmous donor. After the race Tumor, Cohen,
Stevenson, Cook, F. H., and Crow went to Hawkstone along with Bamford,
who was escorted over the Park on Sunday morning, and like many others
decided to prolong his visit. Cohen and Stevenson wisely took advantage of
the opportunity to learn the Chetwynd Church end of the 12 Hours course,
and also the Christleton lanes after rejoining the party at Whitchurch,
where the six divided for Manchester and Liverpool respectively.

The alternative fixture at Chester justified its inclusion in the fixture
list, although it did not attract the number I anticipated for so fine a day.
Five members and one friend had tea, up to the "lalbot standard,
together. Bentley and the Keizerette were out on the Tandem tnke and
complained of having to suddenly accelerate from 4 m.p.nii to evens, to
shake off the unwelcome attention of a stranger who bit on the topoad. RoydeVwho had started for Shropshire but had to turn^itjownowing to a puncture near New Ferry, had been to Llandegla. As ho had not
time to reach the Wheelers' 50 he embraced the opportunity to give the
lie to the libel in the last circular and has now effaced todwtfffl cast
upon him. He CAN find Llandegla without a guide. I did not see anybicycle.other than Roydens, Rowatt and Zambuck having apparently walked
—from the Railway Station.
Warwick, June 28th/29th.

T have known of more than 10 starters in past years, but no doubt, theverv^unsettledI state of the weather for one fact and holidays for anotherkent mlnv men away. By 11 o'clock seven men on different types ofmTcli^rcalled round" to dok's house, ^J^^^g^^nearly constituted the run, as only three others were found at rjew- xe yPier. As there,was no. arrangement to meet at W. P. s house, 1 tiling tnere
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must have been some sort of spontaneous idea that the Pagan one was
going to back down on account of the threatening sky, and so were there
to see he didn't. Any way to New Ferry was the order of the moment, so
thither we repaired, and as 11-30 p.m. approached and the people landed
from the boat, we were rather surprised and not a little disappointed to
find only Capt. Toft and Ted Edwards among them. These two with Cook,
J. Seed* R. Seed, Royden, Hawkes, Cohen, Bentley and Blackburn, making
up the run as far as Chester, which place was reached at 12.30 a.m., ten
minutes inside schedule. Here we picked up the Mullah and Webb on
tandem, but they were only going as far as Nantwieh, as Webb had to be
at work early on Saturday morning; still they did us a bit of good, taking
us along at a steady pace, the Mullah from time to time enquiring if any
one's machine had c'lapsed yet. Nantwich at last, and twenty minutes
ahead of our time-sheet, we found the "Crown" folks ready to do the
needful with a splendid supper. Presently Sunter and his car came in,
carrying Jimmy Williams and two friends, and they promptly gave a tyre
demonstration in the street, which was still in full swing when we left.
Lamps were now no longer necessary as it was quite light when we started
for the Stafford check, and though we were now without the Mullah and
Webb, who had gone back to Manchester, and Hawkes, who had to be in
Liverpool as usual, we were still 13 and one who was leaving us at Stafford.
The morning broke dull and warm but without rain and the climb up
through Woore to the Loggerheads was not so grafty as some of us expected.
Further on, before Ecclesall, there is a very fine old half timbered house,
and Cook was most anxious we should not miss seeing it, but as the gradient
was decidedly with us, most of the party either caught but a fleeting glimpse
or missed it altogether. Ecclesall, with its vile main street, was safely
negotiated, though the tandem trike with Bentley and Cohen up, had to
make use of the sidewalk, on account of a groggy axle box. Stafford was
reached without further incident, but with the schedule just about battered
to the extent of half an hour, though one or two punctures would have
made all the difference in keeping to riding time, and some were inclined to
think slightly over twelve an hour was rather thick, allowing for all
emergencies. Now Carpenter has been known to turn up at fixutres from
strange places, but if anybody wants to know where we discovered him last
Saturday morning—just ask him. Breakfast was excellent and we wanted
it badly, also some wanted sleep, but this could not be indulged in, as only
about half distance had been covered, and rain had meanwhile put in an
appearance, and it continued more or less showery all morning. Crossing
Cannock Chase, against a nasty head wind, Cook punctured a side tyre
and changed, so we were not long delayed, and a call at the " Parson and
Clerk" was decided upon; a very good notion too, as the rain was very heavy
at this point. Carpenter left us here for Birmingham, in completion of his
trip from Manchester; showing what a hard nut he is, for he was working
right up till midnight Friday, and then started off to join us at Stafford.
All through Erdington and Castle Bromwich we encountered heavy rain,
which made the tandem and single trikists into a gorgeous mess, but we
ran on to dry roads again about 2 from Stonebridge, Dick Seed puncturing
a tyre just about here. On arrival at Stonebridge we decided that this
"must be PARADISE," and forthwith fled inside the hotel for lunch, which
was rather scrappy but very badly wanted. Getting on with it to Kenil-
worth, there was much discussion as to whether or not, we should call and
see the Earl of Clarendon, and this course was not decided upon till a final
committee meeting, round a grid, carried the motion unanimously, so in we
went. Bill Cook successfully did the old lady in for a couple of guides for
Id. Inside the Castle grounds were found the usual rubber-necking
Americans, and some of these "allowed" we were a cycling club; also we
came upon a swarm of flappers from a neighbouring seminary, who seemed
to be all legs (fat, thin and decent) and beribboned pigtails. " Anyhow Miss
Rowbottom was a very hot sprinter in the rounders section. Soon growing
weary of these "divarsions" and, as Cohen was anxious to do the water-
splash, we cleared out for Guy's Cliff. The watersplash aforementioned was
not a success, as the tandem tride could not be induced to go further than
the centre of the river, .also the jeers of the multitude were received with
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silent contempt by the crew as <d fm.™ ±un <
of the river for fun. GuS'S^Z/S6 on\y sittinS "> **« middleat about 2o'clock, and some t m was soS„?^hl'°U£h Ve?? Pretty co™^ytand the view over the lake tTl e (5L3? li ^ectm& **» old Saxon mil
pretty picture if our one andonly c- merf^b dt' W°^ haVe made a v^rythe car party at Warwick. We had ot' t fe^1^ ^^ of »ithnow but % miles to go and

a new one, which had been wired tor from Sta ord TZT> ^ fk timcbut before tea, Geo. Mercer came in fZ S+™2 •i *' m*¥ aHerno°n.dinner Billy Neason and hisw?fV arrived t ? S "**' *$*>** beforeCrowcroft and the Master n th! I i .L<)lld°n m their car, alsovinl.ntlv m£ Jul £JT^CSl-?*-th& - dreadnought, were sighted rushinr,

aiuer wmcn some ot the more enercretir <sr»itn+0 +^i 7 * 4 "r«**iUSiand decided that the Q^^^3BSS^Ba^wJjaS,i£r LcarTftonas were the Gardens themselves lot to mentis JSL*??*6 a B00*™.gilded youth of the Royal Spa HoTove? tSltWht of SffSS! ^ thehome on the morrow, and prospects of what the dfv mdght brtfgTtheweather line, brought bed very clearly before our mental £ so^loardinS
another car, we got back to the hotel . My eight hours sleon iSi-?
at 7 a.m. Breakfast over and a good deal of precious time cut to wastia few farewell group photos taken and we bade adieu to Mrs and SdlvNeason and Timbertiles, also Cook and Ted Edwards, who had not had
ostensibly for Newport, but the weather going all to doll-rags before Brown-hills, and continuous stretches of flooded roads finding out wWy tyres the
£yJ7 f°* sfh*SS a»drentuaily th? tandem trike crew reached New-port at 3 o clock, filthy but very fit and monstrously hungry. About an
hour later the car came in from Tewkesbury via Wolverhampton—they had
been exploring. Finally after more dirt and heavy rain, the trike crew
reached Chester for tea at 8 o'clock, and it turns out that the others had
such awful hick with their tyres they could onlv make Nantwich for tea
and plodded home from there. The tour was a distinct success, and ^reat
regret must be expressed that neither President Higham nor Secretary Mac.
were on the run, in the first case we know not why, and in the second case
further labour troubles were threatening in Liverpool, and these prevented
Mac from putting in an appearance. And now if Zam-Buck ever finds out
who wrote all this and dares to ask for more copy within the next ten
years, he'll be withered where he stands.
Helsby, July 6th.

As the writer was contemplating departure from the "Robin Hood,"
he heard the Secretary person muttering to himself "Who shall I get to
write an account of the run?" I immediately tried to sheer off and look as
though I had not heard, but Mac was to quick for me and, grabbing me by
the shoulder, exclaimed fiercely "You—YOU have got to write the account
for the Gazette," and then in a more conciliatory tone added "It need only
be a short one." Thus encouraged (sic) I somewhat grudgingly agreed, so
here goes.

The weather was "glorious" though somewhat breezy, and there was a
muster of 22 members and friends, including Fred Band and Lowcock (the
latter accompanied by two Manchester Wheelers). Harry Poole and Sunter,
escorting car parties, were also present. We sampled another of the
"summer teas," which to my mind are a great success and should be
persevered with.

After the usual chat and smoke the party broke up, the majority
returning home via Chester. The Captain and the writer of this effusion
cut off the corner (through Upton, etc.) and rode together to Rock Ferry
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where the former was left to take his chance with the Mersey Railway.
Worth James and The Mullah week-ended as usual, and as Cohen was
Lhm on to Manchester, Stephenson stated that it was his intention to
aSomoany him as far as Lymm. These two ought to be m good form for
the "12 " to which I am looking forward expecting to have an enjoyable
time. N.B. and Verb. Sap.—I am not riding.
12 Hours' Handicap, July 13th.

This the first 12 Hours' Handicap promoted by the A. B. C. since
1907 attracted the fair number of nine competitors, though there were some
fire 'or six other members who should have been seen up in the event.
Promptly at 8 a.m. Mr. Timekeeper Poole despatched the first acid-
seeker" in the person of Rudd (30 miles), and the others in the following
order, were sent off at intervals of five minutes:—Webb (14 miles), Car
penter (28 miles), Lowcock (5 miles), Stephenson (30 miles) McCann 1/
miles), Cohen (30 miles), Grimshaw (scratch) and Bentley (22 miles). The
resurrection of Bentlev was very pleasing, and he rode a good race through
out using his head to good effect, showing that he has not lost his experi
ence gained some years ago. The inclusion of several novices at the distance
promised to be exceedingly interesting. The first stretch of the course was
straight away before the wind down to Chetwynd and very fast it proved
to be McCann (on brand new tyres) was early in trouble, just at the
moment of overhauling Stephenson his back tyre punctured. A change and
he had Stephenson again just before the Raven, where Cotter was dis
pensing drinks. Mercer and Cook, who were the checkers at Hodnet, were
at Tern Hill to see the men go through, and the Mullah was on duty at
Chetwvnd, where the times were, for 37 miles:—Rudd, 2hrs. 1 mm.: Webb,
1 hr. 56 mins.; Carpenter, 2 hrs.; Lowcock, 1 hr. 54 mins.j Stephenson,
2 hrs 10 mins. ; McCann I hr. 59 mins. ; Cohen 2 hrs. ; Grimshaw, 1 hr.
52 mins ; and Bentley 1 hr. 53 mins. ; From this point to Crudgington,
where Edwards officiated, the going was not so easy, but was not too hard,
but up to Hodnet was all graft. Here Mercer, Cook, Cotter and Toft were
found The latter had seen the men start and had then followed down to
render what help he could; the way in which Toft looked after the riders,
putting in some hard riding and generally being "all tilings to all men
was splendid, and an object lesson to all as to what the Captain s duties
are and how they should be carried out. The times here were for 51!
miles:—Rudd, 3 hrs. 4 mins.; Webb, 2 hrs. 48 mins.; Carpenter 2 hrs.
53 mins.; Lowcock, 2 hrs. 42 mins.; Stephenson, 3 hrs. 5 nuns.; McCann,
2 hrs 51 mins.; Cohen, 2 hrs. 54 mins.; Grimshaw, 2 hrs. 39 nuns., and
Bentlev 2 hrs. 48 mins. On to Haughmond Abbey Corner (where a son of
H. L. Mitchell, of Wem, was checking in the style of an old hand) was very
fast, but the return to Shawbury was somewhat heavy, but the run from
there to Shawbirch made up for it. At Shawbirch Corner, Friend Mitchell
was found checking. Unfortunately both Webb and Cohen turned at Ercall
and went down to Crudgington. Webb went on to Shawbirch and meeting
Lowcock about half a mile from there was turned back. This unfortunately
put him out of the Handicap. Cohen was sent back to Ercall and thus
remained in the Handicap, having an extra four miles to be added for
standard medal purposes. Up again to Hodnet was hard, and the times,
for 87 miles were Rudd, 5 hrs. 35 mins.; Webb, 5 hrs.; Carpenter, 5 hrs.
12 mins.; Lowcock, 4 hrs. 48 mins.; Stephenson, 5 hrs. 24 mins.; McCann,
5 hrs. 6 mins.; Cohen, 5 hrs. 30 mins.; Grimshaw, 4 hrs. 40 mins., and
Bentley 5 hrs. 17 mins. McCann was again in trouble within a mile of
Hodnet, this time getting a flint through his front tyre. Round again, via
Shawbury, to Shawbirch. and Chetwynd was "real jam" and gave the
riders a' rest before tackling the wind all the way to Christleton. At
Crudgington Edwards had thoughtfully provided some really hot tea, a
bottle of which he handed up to each man. Up to Chetwynd, 111 miles,
the times were:—Rudd, 7hrs. 28 mins.; Webb, 6 hrs. 32 mins. ; Carpenter,
6 hrs. 50 mins.; Lowcock, 6 hrs. 10 mins.; Stephenson, 6 hrs. 09 mins.;
McCann, 6 hrs. 50 mins.; Cohen, 7 hrs. 10 mins.; Grimshaw, 6hrs. 5 mins.,
and Bentley 6 hrs. 59 mins. Shortly after turning into the wind McCann,
who had evidently not been altogether happy, went all to pieces, finally
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abandoning at The Raven—possibly the prospect of a leisurely feed here had
something to do with the decision? Rudd at this feeding station spent an
extra long time,—he was there between 15 and 20 minutes. Grimshaw
had caught Lowcock before this and the latter tried to "hold him," with
the result that he absolutely emptied himself, in more senses that one,
"giving it best'5 on reaching Blackburn as the Christleton Check. The
times here were for 148 miles: Rudd, 10 hrs. 55 mins.; Webb, 9 hrs. 24
mins. ; Carpenter 9 hrs. 47 mins.; Lowcock 9 hrs. 23 mins.; Stephenson 9 hrs.
55 mins.; Cohen, 10 hrs. 1 min.; Grimshaw 8 hrs. 44 mins., and Bentley,
9 hrs. 54 mins. It was seen that barring accidents, Grimshaw was easily cer
tain of greatest distance, while Webb was 40 mins. behind, with Carpenter,
Stephenson, Cohen and Bentley close to one another. Grimshaw, Webb,
Carpenter, Stephenson, Bentley and Rudd, in that order, reached the 19th
milestone near Nantwich, where Worth timed them. Cohen, who was buying
his experience, thought it better to turn at some point which would give him
an opportunity of getting near Chester before he ran out time, turning at
Alpraham, where he got a check at the Post Office, and thus finally put
himself out of the Handicap. It is a great pity he did this, as he was
certain of a place. Grimshaw, the only one to find trouble besides McCann,
punctured first between the 19th stone and Tarporley, and again between
there and Vicars Cross. Arriving back at Vicars Cross he proceeded to
Frodsham and nearly back to Vicars Cross, where he ran out time with
the grand score of 199 miles. It is certain that had it not been for his
double trouble he would have handsomely bested the double century. The
final distances were Grimshaw, 199 miles; Carpenter, 181f miles; Bentley,
180| miles, Stephenson 178| miles and Rudd 163 miles, while Webb and
Cohen rode, for Standards, 1851 and 177| miles respectively. The Handicap
turned out: 1st, Carpenter, 209-| miles; 2nd, Stephenson 208|- miles;
3rd Bentlev 202£ miles, with Grimshaw 199 miles and Rudd 193 miles.
All the rides are distinctly good for the day, while Cohen's performance
for a raw novice riding in his first year and second race, is excellent
Webb was riding in defiance of his Doctor's orders, having had a>spill
on the previous Tuesday, which damaged his kneecap, and his ride is all
the better on that account. Rudd did better by 20 miles than before and
Carpenter strange to say, had no trouble with tyres. Bentley cut all stops,except the Raven, feeding from a -nose bag" fixed on the bars Th|e
was only a moderate crowd at the finish, the greater part of which did
not bother to come to Talbot to learn the result, which lack ol interest is
greatly to he regretted.

S. J- BUCK,
Editor.© A
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ANFIELD BICYCLE CLUB.
FORMED MARCH, 1879.

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL.

Monthly Circular

FIXTURES FOR SEPTEMBER, 1912.

Light up.
Sept. 7th.—Knutsford, (Lord Eldon) , 7-47 p.m.
„ 9th.—Committee Meeting, St. George's Restaurant, 7 p.m
„ 14th.—Chester (Talbot) 7-30 p.m.
„ 21st—50 Miles Handicap, Shropshire Course, and Week-end to

Hawkstone Park -•• 7-13 p.m.
.„ 28th.—Lymm (Church Inn) -••• 6-56 p.m.

Full Moon September 26th.

Secretary's Notes. 16, Croxteth Grove,
Liverpool.

It is hoped that a large number of members will place themselves at
the disposal of Mr. Timekeeper Poole at the Stocks on Saturday, 24th
August, and that all who can possibly do so will turn up at Chester ready
to do all they can to make things go properly during the night. 11 you
have not already done so send me a post card saymg that you can get
down into Shropshire for checking, &c. on the Saturday.

The second "50" is to be held on Saturday, 21st September, so
please keep this date free from other engagements. It is hoped to have a
. bumper entry. A week-end has been fixed for Hawkstone after the race.

The average attendance for the first six months of the year shows a
falling off as compared with that for last year. Last year it mJH
whereas this year it has fallen to 24.2,—not much of a drop, but still, it
is a drop. If SHOULD NOT BE SO.

Riding in the Irish Road Club "100" on August Bank Holiday, J A
Grimshaw made FASTEST TIME, by nearly a quarter of an hour. It is
quite some time now since we had a Fastest m an Upen.
New Addresses.

J. N. Peacock, 140, Tulketh Brow, Ashton, Preston; R. F. Kettle,
Avondale Road, Hoylake.

F. D. McCANN,
Hon. Secretary.

rViwiRliaw's time of 5 hrs. 50 min. 9 sec. in the Irish Road Club " 100"kJStlSS mS ongaper, but those who know what the course was
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like know how to appreciate the ride at its proper value. Grimshaw went
wrono- more than once, and add to this the half dozen water-splashes
through very cold water, and you have some idea of the merit of the
performance.

In an article by one "P" in the "Echo" of 3rd August occurs the
following passage, having reference to, a short-cut made at Garston some
little time back:—" This short cut would have been appreciated years ago.
when we had to push our bikes (then the solid, and afterwards the pneu
matic-tyred safeties) up the nasty little hill and over the bridge at the
top Memories of G. P. Mills, Carlisle, Bennett, Dave Bell, Billy Toft, Dave
Fell are in my mind at the moment, some of them going perhaps not so
strong as they were in and about 1890, but still going, m the good old
Anfieid." Of'this sextette, one at least is still going strong, and he's The
Captain, while others are still members, but we do not see them as often
as we would wish, more's the pity.
There must be quite a number of people, in addition to the Clerk of the

Weather, who are out of their reckoning, for the " A.B.C.'" are holding
a "24" this week-end and have still one or two " 50's " to hold, the N.R.
open " 24 " is to come, the Speedwell " 100" has yet to be run, whilst m
last Saturday's "Express" I read from the pen of " Incog." :—" Now,
however, that the racing season has ended."

RUNS.

Broxton, 20th July, 1912.
Eighteen members turned up, including Charlie Kiezer, who had done

quite a useful ride on his own from New Brighton,—I wish we saw you
oftener, Charlie. Cook and Co. had toured through . Eaton Park to
Shoeklaek, and so by bye-lanes, which Tommy Royden insisted he knew
quite well, and wanted to take every left turn he came to, and so to
Broxton. Johnny Band had tried conclusions with a pedestrian in Eaton
Park—the pedestrian won, and Johhny has spoiled his beauty for some
time to come. McCann evidently is trying' to get fit, 'and had been down
to Hawkstone for lunch and then to Whitchurch, where he picked up
Bentley, who had also been doing himself some good, reporting 1 hour
56 minutes.for the trip from home to Whitchurch—look out Handicapping
Committee. There was a small party, consisting of Stephenson, Lionel
Cohen and the Mullah for a week-end at Hawkstone, there to meet the
Master and some of his friends. What's the matter with Broxton, en route,
F.H.? We have not been honoured with your company for some time.

Lostock Cralam, 27th duly, 1912.
• During the afternoon the weather clerk excelled himself, and this is

saying quite a lot in the present alleged summer. The writer was house
bound from 3 to 3.30, during which time the roads were being flooded.
However a start was made, and with the exception of five minutes ram
in Warrington, I reached Lostock without any wet—inside or out; it was
not a day to linger, as the accounts of the weather from Liverpool a little
later proved. MeCann, who arrived about 6.30, had encountered an almost
continuous thunderstorm, while poor Cheni, who arrived about 7 o'clock,
was in a terrible plight, and one can sympathise with his request for a hot
meal. It is strange that Ghem almost invariably enjoys such bad weather
when he puts in a summer run. Whilst commending him for his determina
tion to complete the journey, I hope he reached home dry. The rain was
not so heavy via Oiiddington, according to Cook, but his companion on the
tandem—Dick Seed—admitted they had their capes on, and Cook, who was
late leaving home, would not have" stopped to put on a cape for an ordinary
shower. His late start was due to a mishap to his trike, on which he left
at the usual time, and which he had to trundle back a couple of miles.
Included in the 15 or 16 who were out, were the two Pooles in a car, and
Harold Kettle, whom we were all pleased to see. Quite a number I believe
returned via Chester and a small party via Warrington, the latter taking,
things quietly until after the city of bridges, when Cohen and Stephenson,
who are both putting in quite a useful lot of riding, evinced a desire to
hurry, and the Skipper and Zambuck on the former's matrimonial tandem
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responded on the down hill stretch from the Black Horse to Cronton, where
a short halt was made, after which the original sedate pace was adhered to
for the remainder of the journey.

August Holiday Tour, 3rd to 5th August, 1912

The tour really started on Saturday morning with a party of four
ring
dug

.... , at
Rufford, the party then proceeding through Preston, where a short halt
was made to buy Tommy Royden a new tyre in place of what looked like a
boa-constrictor after a heavy meal.

Garstang was reached well inside schedule, and an excellent tea was
partaken of. About half-way through the meal Lord Hawkes arrived and
I "we were seven" when we left to complete the day's journey. A short halt
was called on Hornby Bridge to admire the Castle and give Hawkes a
chance to get up, and were rewarded by him puncturing as soon as we were
on the move again. After this there was no further incident, and we
reached Kirkbv Lonsdale shortly before ten o'clock. Here we were joined
bv Timbertiles," who had come over from Ilkley, thus completing the party.
We found the Hotel rather primitive, though clean, and we all agreed tnat
it could not be called really expensive.
Sundav morning broke wet and breezy, but the ram had slackened oil a

bit when we made a start, and capes were not necessary until we were
leaving' Sedbergh. Here, however, the rain began to come down veryfast, 2nd as we turned right into the wind it was terribly Lard work
and we were frequently blown to a standstill. The tandem went on m Lontand Waited at the Moor Cock, where they offered us drinks? as we=g
NeedW to sav they were mostly accepted. Hawkes, however, was some .mat
late and passed through without stopping, being strongly advised to rushtbl hill^^as he passed In the meantime the tandem had again gone on toHaw-s to keerf lunch back, as it was very apparent that some of us atk»n7rltl werefsoins: to be late. Timbertiles had not yet appeared at the

^00^0 lltZTlP^S^H™t were finding lunch.^^roT'arrival there we found that 8^jfJ^J^T*
waiting for us with a goodlyp array of,/WJ^1X J|̂ %^nger generationvery gladly availed ourselves of,^°^^^Tt^gwe had missed thehad nicknamed Lncle, insisted that it was a gooo_w f ,
rain." The lunch wasegreat, and Jew^f^f^ be our 7ext stop Thewhen a start was made for KibMehead which was to be ou n j ^
Uncle-Mullah combination agam going 01 to 01 *« ^ the tandem"tour the "two middle-aged, kind b^volent, oldg^tie ^ ^^
were a great acquisition to the party in tnis icsp , ^.^ ^ ^
from a lot of delay over, meals On leaving ilau.s ^ qat our backs and the rain had ceased actio",, we nag
to observe the scenery, which, ^f^6^™ thunderstorm thoughtfullymagnificent. While we werebjjg f*> ^but it soon cleared off,t^t rUatTglmS Zl^otul* by avery tricky and wmdmg
^Here. after supper, we paid a^^^ful^^X j£thenfsee what they had missed by not putting us iip- in f rAnfSld Patrol then returned to ^^a™^iow facts.' After thoparticulars please see small^g ^.Smed rest. ^ i _

Two miles outside Wballey, Cohen met i rth • , it deemsg

him.

The tour really started on Saturday morning with a party of fc
(Cook and the Mullah on a Tandem, Tommy Royden and J. Seed) leavi
-Liverpool for Newburgh, where they had lunch. As they were leavi
here they met Cohen in the lanes, and Stephenson was picked up
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At Whalley Teddy Edwards met us, and we had an excellent lunch
the Boast Duck being especially good. I have since heard that the Whalley
Arms make a speciality of it. Afterwards the ride was continued" through
Preston to Newburgh, where George Mercer met us for tea, and afterwards
the party wended its way homeward, the tandem striking tyre trouble,
which they afterwards made up for by very fierce riding. I heard of them
doing 24 an hour down Knowsley way. Thus a very enjoyable little tour was
brought to a close.

In Erin's Isle, 4th to 6th August, 1912.

There is something in the happy-go-lucky manner of the Irishman which
cannot fail to appeal to the student of human nature; the easy and polite
way he will assure you, for instance, that without doubt, this boat will
sail to-night. What time? " " Oh, never mind that at all, there is plenty to
ate in the saloon, so be off wid ye now and spend a pleasant half hour* for
yourself, and a little money for the good of the company." Who, I ask you,
could feel annoyed with a sound argument like that? Another little
anecdote and then I am ready to recount the principal events of the visit to
Ireland. On Saturday night we were on the way to the JEmpire Music
Hall, and were tackled by an urchin who was very anxious to sell us the
local evening papers, and on being told we could not read them if we had
them, his" reply came like a flash. " Well then yer honors can look at the
pictures." Fearing a rush for berths, Bentley, under instructions from
Capt. Toft, secured a four-some cabin, and as Dave Rowatt ,made the third
man crossing on Friday night, we three looked like being very comfortable,
but took the precaution of getting aboard shortly after "7 o'clock to
prevent mistakes, the Keizerette, Mac and Cohen turning up to see us off,
and we eventually pulled out at 9.30 p.m. Of course "the chief steward
bothered us a good deal about that extra berth, so we made good use of a
little yarn about a short, clean shaven man, a friend of Toft, who was
certainly somewhere on the ship but could not be found. This yarn we:
served up to him"with great success right up to 1 a.m., when he pushed a.
harmless old gentleman in on us, who took off his boots in the alley-way
and got undressed in the dark for fear of creating a disturbance. But we,
carrying a portion .of the family plate and treasure, had three pair of very
watchful eyes on all his movements, and, as he only stayed about an hour,
we had a very good night's rest. We eventually got alongside the North-
Wall at 7 a.m. and promptly lit out for Wynn's Hotel and'joined Crowcroft
at breakfast, he having crossed on Friday afternoon from Holyhead.' Then
after a visit from Murphy, who was early astir and anxious to do anything
and everything for our comfort and delectation, we got round to the
''Granville" Hotel, where we had decided to stay. By 10.30 a.m. we were
all outside the offices of the "Irish Cyclist," and "here we met another man
who, along with the " O'Tatur " will be warmly welcomed at either Bettws
or Shrewsbury. This was Doyle of the I.R.C., and his arrival was the signal
for Murphy to expose the first of a large number of photographic plates,
the tour proper commencing immediately after this operation. Leaving
Dublin by way of Donnybrook, we had a fairly severe climb through Stepa-
side to Dundrum, halting at Stepaside for light refreshments. It"was here
that Murphy, mounted on a very low geared machine and sporting a straw
hat, complained of undue haste and perspiration, blaming the long'un for
sprinting up the hills. Continuing on in brilliant sunshine for Enniskerry.
we ascended the Novices' Hill and went through the Scalp, where we came
upon a party of trippers, who were greatly detracting from the natural,
peaceful beauty of the place by their vigorous use of a melodeon and a
brace of army bugles. Collin's Hotel people at Enniskerrv put on a very
good lunch for us, but the landlord got rather grumpy about the length of
time we were taking'over it, and told us so. This got Murphv very annoyed
and the OTatur eventually hoist the old swell very successfully with his
own petard,_ as lunch had originally been promised for 1 o'clock and we
S^tf,^^*11} W3; stilLtne old crusty one insisted that his "HOUSEFAK1A - (low lads) must JNOT be kept waiting. The truth of it was he
thought we were going to clean the ranch and thought he had better nip
us m the bud while he Lad any grub left. After lunch we indulged in a
lounge m the garden, and more snapshots were obtained by Murphy and
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Bentley who was operating a very doubtful camera, which he appeared to
know nothing at all about. A start was then made for Powerseourt Murphv
getting another picture of the crowd descending the hill from the hotel and
it was here we met Mecredy and partv, who were on a cycle camping
expedition to Luggalore, by Lough Dan. They rode with us through the
demesne to the waterfall, passing by the back of the Mansion, which is said
to contain the greatest and most valuable collection of art treasures in the
Kingdom, the late Earl having practically beggared himself to enrich
himself m this direction. Five miles of this beautiful demesne were
traversed and we finally bade good-bye to Mecredy and Co. at the foot of
the hill to Tinnahinch. We very wisely walked this hill, though there were
suggestions that the lengthy sprinter should tackle it, these suggestions
being received by him with quiet scorn. Meanwhile Murphy had done a
a tremendous lot in the snap-shot line, both going to, at, and returning
from the waterfall. Shortly after resuming the ride at the summit, (from
which magnificent views of the Sugar Loaf Mountain, the Military road to
Dublin and the Scalp can be obtained), Crow had the misfortune to burst a
tyre, and so we had another halt; more photographs and a splendid
opportunity to jeer at a wonderful brake fit-ment, which Crow said was
all right for a touring bicycle, when you were used to it. We had no
sooner started off again when Hooley suddenly discovered his back sprint to
be devoid of air, but was able to reach Bray by pumping up occasionally.
A wonderfully fast run down through Kilmacanogue brought us to Bray,
where we had tea on the front at Lacy's Hotel, after which we took a short
walk to Bray Head and back to our machines, Hooley and Bentley giving
it best at Shankill, as it was though they had done enough for the day,
considering the coming struggle on Monday. The Shankill folks had no
trains to sell however, and these two had to get on with it to Killiney,
where thev were just in time for the Dublin train. Meanwhile Fred Low-
cock "Happy" Grimshaw and Mac. had arrived from Liverpool and the
Keizerette from Holvhead. After Dinner, the party, accompanied by Robb
a representative of Bentley's firm, visited the Empire Theatre and witnessed
quite a good bill, Maidie Scott being the principal attraction.

For the benefit of the English racing crowd, Murphy had planned
a delightful little excursion to Howth Head on Sunday, making only a?otal of eighteen miles riding for the whole day, ?r if they did not feelinclined to do that much, there was a very convenient tram at JXoO am
from Amiens Street; instead there was a very™<»*™>*nl^£ffi™^have started some time in the night and kept going m good style tor therest of Sunday However we managed to find plenty of amusement indoors,ft, ZJressof the hotel very kindly handed over the key of the%^^~<£^, who made a^^^S^hS'i^Z+h* trnnrl lirlv hprself said, he handed her more money than naa e\er uu>ttakelbfS aSunSiy'for billiards In the ^W™™^/I£^PaHoe these places of amusement and instruction) alvvajs being open onFalace, these p 4w» u m0rning broke fine, sun shining .and all that
Sunday in Dublin. ivionaa> mum * «+oWft tfn.ii. hlowhis which we knewsort of thing, but there was also a ver table gale blowing ^would go a long way towards making times slow, evenly ^
of goodI to drying^^^^^J^^1S^Sm man and back
on. The I.R.C. Committees iuw«*v & indeed because we weremarkers first does not altogether appeal to^™j^™tt£t there are always
supplying the man who occupied f ^, P^tourT On the occasion of this
chances that he may &™W°n*^^M?"™\ovrbnz, as the course«100 " it would have been almost ™possible to ^o e^eption (Kilcarnwas so well marked with direction ^^d*fjJ&S It was fortu-Bridge) the course was excellentlj m^fa1!^ atbe country" for us, andnate that Toft and Dave Rowatt were m g {M turmng>
incidentally unofficially checked and^Jf^a"£ve gone straight on overfor many who were strange to the comse woum * ^
the bridge and been hopelessly lost- Mu'Pn> *' followed at one minutewatches Ind clocked gS^^^v'^feiai minutes), Bentley
b^lrlSm^fca^i^ra^Histance. This man was Killeeu

"' . ' . t:
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of the Belfast and Y.R.C., and he had every scrap of sympathy I could give
him as he was riding a trike fitted with a 26 in. axle and 1 in. tyros on the
drivers. Men like James, Cook, Buckley, Poole and others of ours who
have made a study of the three tracker will understand what that means on
roads which can very easily compete with the Upper Astley-Shawbuiy
stretch for vileness. Anyhow to get back to the race, two of our men were
early in trouble, for while Bentley never seemed to be happy after cropper-
ing heavily on a piece of submerged road, Mac had been ruthlessly followed
by the puncture fiend, so both reluctantly gave it best at the 50 mile point.
Oswald Hooley, of the Cheadle Hulme CC. and a very promising youngster
too, only got six miles through having rotten tyres and no spares, and
Freddy of ours, but riding as a Wheeler, punctured twice and in addition,
went off the course while making a very successful effort to ride Guy to a
standstill. His ride of 6.29.50 sounds rather ludicrous, but we know Fred
Lowcock, and we now also know the course and have a very vived recollec
tion of the day. Meanwhile "Happy" had been going great guns, and
though Mick Walker had had a very bad dose of cramp, his brother Johnny,
like he of whisky fame, was still going strong, and was actually half a
minute faster than Grimmy at 50 miles, but this was a race to the swift and
the strong for Grimmy eventually came home in 5.50.9. Repeated attacks
of cramp caused Mick Walker to turn it up, and his brother made fastest
time for the I.R.C. in 5.57.45. Actual times and placings are appended:—

Actual Time.
. " B. M. 3. 4,

1. J. Walker (19 rains.) : 5 57 45
2. A. G. Palmer (25 rains.) 6 7 38
3. B.J. Doyle (19 rains.) 6 3 40
4. E, Hattiraore (40 rains.) 6 27 16
5. J. A. Grim&h.aw (scratch) 5 50 9
6. S. Kerr, Belfast (30 rains.) 6 21 12
7. F. Guy, Belfast (13 mine.) 6 4 32
8. A. W. Wilkinson, leicestershire R.O. (25 m.) 6 38 43
9. P. O. Lowcock, ATehester WHeelers (11 m.) 6 29 50

3r the race we went into Dublin through the Zeav&RPQtigBB&Paxtf;
and after dinner and settling our bills at the " Granville," which bills were
eminently satisfactory from our point of view, we bade good-bye to our
Irish friends and once more boarded the " Kilkenny " for Liverpool, Doyle
coming down to the ship to see us off. And now if any one asks me to go
to Ireland next August, even to try over these roads, for the honour of the
AjB.C. I shall say " Cert'nly." As a competitor, I feel it my duty to thank
Will Toft, Dave Rowatt, Herbert Keifcer and Crowcroft for their sterling
help, and I am sure I voice the opinion of the other men, when I say that
these helpers did a very useful whack between them. Dave Rowatt put in a
lot of hard work on tandem with Toft, and he has hardly seen a bicycle for
months; also the Keizerette went to a lot of trouble in getting over and had
some very fine pears at the 50 mile point, which were veritable manna to
the hungry souls who got them. Our only regret is that we could not do
better performances, though "Happy's " was value for the day.
Wrexham,; 10th August, 1912. 1
;At last a fine day, which discovered a muster of 20 at the Wynnstay,

whore the usual good tea and warm welcome awaited us. I have been
"compelled" to write this account a week after the run, and am afraid
I know or remember very little about it. Cohen we were all pleased to see
was out, in spite of his fall the previous weekend, but he has had a
shaking! Mac was not out presumably owing to labour troubles. The
Mullah andWebb had joined forces and the latter appears to be getting over -I
the damage to his kneecap. Another tandem was out (Venables and crew), '
a^. °^-1rhe way to Chester> after tea, the evergreen Edwards and Band,
• LS? manages to potter about at evens on one leg, and the tandem
sighted a nre, which ended my connection with the run and which must con
sequently end this account of it.

S. J. BUCK,
Editor.
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ANFIELD BICYCLE CLUB.
FORMED MARCH, 1879.

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL.

MONTH LY CIRCUL
FIXTURES FOR OCTOBER, 1912.

Light up.
5th.—Aidford (Grosvenor) 6.39 p.m.
12th.—Warrington {Patten Arms) 6,23 p.m.
14th.—Committee Meeting, St. Ceorge's Restaurant, 7 p.m
19th-20th—Pulford (Crosvenor), and Week-end to Llangollen (Hand) 6.6 p.m.
26th—Newburgh (Red Lion) '. .'..7 5.51 p.m.

Full Moon, October 26th.

Secretary's Notes.
16, Croxteth Grove,

Liverpool.

The Annual Autumnal Tints Tour is to be held on 19/20th October.
A Special Tariff has been fixed up at the Hand Hotel, Llangollen, of 7/6
for Dinner, bed and breakfast. For those so minded LUNCHEON has been
arranged for at the Castle Hotel, RUTHIN, on Sunday, and it is proposed
to have TEA at the Talbot, CHESTER, This is one of the most pleasant
outings of the year and it is hoped to have a big muster.
New Addresses.

W. L. George, 10, Ilford Avenue, Liscard, Cheshire; G. Jackson, C/o.
Messrs. Ed. Gray and Co., 1, Old Hall Street, Liverpool; H. Poole, bandon,
Formby; G. Stephenson, The Mount, Eccleston Park, Frescot; G. J.
Theakstone, 18, Laurel Road, Fairfield, Liverpool.

F. B. McCANN,
Hon. Secretary.

Mems.
All those members who have had the pleasure of meeting our good

friend, Mr. Joseph Andrews, at Bettws-y-coed and Hunts Cross, where he
has so often and so generously delighted us with his fine singing, will bedeeplv sorry to learn that Mr. Andrews has suffered a sad bereavement by
the death of his wife, who passed away on August 29th, and will desire to
ive this record made of our deepest sympathy.
We noticed in a recent issue of the -Irish Cyclist " thai " a well-known

member of the Anfield B. C." was awarded the weekly prize for a -poser,Ipplrently copied from the -Rubbing Stones" at Bebington. Crowns are
easily picked up by some!
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Extract from the " Athletic News."—" A Promising Novice."

"It must be well over 20 years ago that F. H. Koenen, one of the
keenest and most enthusiastic cycle riders the North of England ever had,
won a triple event in one afternoon on the Belle Vue track ; on Saturday
we saw his son, F. K. Koenen, win a one lap handicap in a style that
delighted us. .... He won the final in a manner which suggests he
has inherited much of that ability and determination that was always a
dominant factor in the almost countless number of races his father won.
I only hope the son will persevere at the game; he is sure to improve con
siderably, because he has the speed and the necessary adjuncts that go to
make a first-class man."

And so say we all of us! We all know the Master as "one of the keenest
and most enthusiastic cycle riders," and all about his "ability and deter
mination," and we hope^"F. K." will become a second " F. H."—-but why
not let him begin right by joining the A. B. C. and showing us his paces
on the road: It is a much better sport, and means real cycling. Path
racing knows nothing of "the joys of the open road," and we hope The
Master will direct his offspring accordingly.

As we recently gave an extract from the "Roll Call," which we con
sidered in bad taste, we have all the more pleasure in giving the following
Editorial and Secretarial quotations from the August issue, and as the
gospel applies with some force to our own Club we hope it will be taken to
heart by those who do not make much effort in this direction :y~

"But it shows how important are the checkers, and how impossible it
is to carry out a road race without their assistance. It is a thankless job
at the best, expensive and worrysome; but it should be so arranged that the
work is distributed equally, and not left to those willing souls who invariably
offer themselves for immolation on the altar of sport."

"This matter of checking is getting a desperate one, and the officers
are becoming a little weary of it. I speak—or write—feelingly, though
I feel certain nobody will take much notice of it. It is increasingly difficult
to obtain checks at the various points on our courses, and one has to rely
on the same members over and over again, until, when a failure comes about
everybody is ready to blame the delinquent, but few indeed are prepared to
accept the post he should have occupied on the next race. What are the
riders themselves doing? Only nine men were up on the 24th, which leaves
a huge number of active racing men in reserve—enough, in fact, to marshal
two courses. Where were they? Not one of them out to assist, to stand
on a corner and cheer on their comrades. Considering bow well they are
catered for by the club, assisted in every possible way, and always given
the minimum of trouble, I think their neglect in the checking department
'when there is a race toward in which they do not intend to ride is extremely
selfish."

RUNS.
Bflttle Budworth, August 17th.

Old Sol had evidently forgotten to shine round Little Budworth, for
the roads and weather were slightly damp. Notwithstanding the damp
Mac. had no trouble, for once, with his tyres, and rumour has it that he
actually reached home without touching them. It was hardly a day for a
trike, but "Uncle" never sees the rain, and on a trike he arrived, and was
the inspiration for a discussion re the latest in coats. Tea was served in
lamplight, and owing to our skipper's late arrival Bentley deputised as
carver. After tea Mac. was busy looking for victims for the "24"—at 10/6
a time (no reduction for quantities); he seemed to secure a fair number and
I hope they all go the full time and so have full value. Neason we were
pleased to see; he was on a speed machine, presumably with the intention of
putting it thro' someone on the homeward journey. I have no information
on the point however. The majority returned via Chester, and if there is
a quicker road or shorter cut to Chester than the one taken by the late
arrivals the early ones found it. After a short stay at the Talbot, Band,
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Bentley, Mac. and Rudd accompanied Neason en route for Hovlake The
elements were now showing their true temper by sopping us through, and
Stephenson and Cohen who had taken the bottom road were held up at
i!,astham by the latter's back tyre busting. In conclusion let us all pray
tor respectable conditions next week-end.
24 Hours' Ride, August 23rd-24th.

After looking at one time as though the event would have to be
abandoned owing to paucity of entries, it was pleasing to find nine names
of certain starters on the card, and then our onlv anxiety was the weather
which was breaking all records for rainfall. But we had no luck, for it
simply continued pouring with a persistency worthv of a better cause', and it
says something for the vigour of the Club that there were onlv two jibbers,
and Woodroffe, Rudd, Carpenter, Cohen, McCann, Grimshaw 'and Stephen
son were duly despatched by Poole, at five minutes intervals, into the outer
darkness and rain, over swimming roads. The weather was certainly worse
than it was in 1906 when one by one the competitors were submerged, and the
race collapsed ; and this year's event will probably be ranked in notoriety with
1903, which everyone remembers as the year Jim Park was sole suvivor and
winner. First of all hearty thanks should be given to the checkers who for
long weary hours stuck to their posts under distressing conditions. Toft
looked after the men well in Chester, and then worked hard at Whitchurch.
Others at Chester were Lowcock, Band, Blackburn, Tumor, Cotter, three
Rowatts, Williams, Sunter, Worth and Neason. Norman Higham was at
the Nantwich check, and then at Hodnet Corner all day. Venables was at
Gayton, Royden at Childer Thornton, Jack Seed at Queensferry Corner, and
Knipe at the Whalebone, while Keizerette was in charge at Whitchurch,
Bentley at Newport, Pritehard at Cock Inn, and Zambuck with a friend at
Shawbury, Crowcroft at the Waggon and Horses, Green of the Cheadle
Hulme at Middlewich Corner, L. Oppenheimer at Holmes Chapel, Worth,
James, Buckley and Edwards at the Whipping Stocks, and Koenen at Toft
Corner rendered equally appreciated services.

Naturally, Grimshaw at once established a lead he was never dis
possessed of by riding the first 35| miles in 2-19-0, 49* in 3-12-0, 74£ in
4-54, 112| in ^-44, and 132 in 9-4, although he punctured on the Queens-
ferry triangle; but Carpenter was pushing him close under terrible odds,
for at Gavton he had a bad fall, which broke his saddle, and he had to ride
30 miles before he could get another saddle; then on the Queensferry
triangle second time his seat tube broke right across and he punctured!
For the Whalebone stretch he was given Mac's machine—Mae. had retired
at 50 miles owing to having badlv sprained his neck just before the start,
and then at 132 miles he was lent Blackburn's roadster, and yet was onlv
48 minutes behind Grimshaw. Rudd had also been riding steadily, and
showing more napper than usual, so that at 132 miles he was second, one
minute faster than Carpenter. Woodroffe had been surprising us by the
way he was getting on with it, but evidently he was going too fast to las.,
for he fell away greatlv on the Whalebone extension, and retired at 132
miles in 10-52. Cohen" had punctured on the first stretch, but was only
riding for experience, as he had not completely recovered from the bad tail
he had on the August tour and was bothered a good deal with his head,while Stephenson was quite unsuited by the heavy going and ^h were
evidently ^oing to content themselves with Standards. At 12 hours ixiim-shav"had ridden 172 miles, Carpenter 158, Rudd 154, Cohen iol and
Stephenson 148. In the second 12 hours the men continued ndmg steadilythrough the rain with no change of positions, and interest really centeredon whether either Cohen or Stephenson would make a, race of it ™£ ™"
for third place, but this was settled by both men refusing to tackle Newportor the second 'time, and preferring to make for ^^^ftJ^J^where both finished with over an hour to go, and a total of 255 miles torStandard B but the sequel showed that they might possibly have beaten
Rndd for the latter retired at Wem into the Rattler, and just missedSWard Cby less than a mile, with 264-1-31. Meanwhile Grimshaw, after
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mmeturincr again, left Whitchurch the last time at o-O, and reaching theEgffiat 8-5 ran out time at the Three Greyhounds with a totalof 3&XlJ which was a splendid ride for such an awful day Carpenterfollowed bv Crowcroft from the Wagon and Horses, finished 21 miles shortof Holmes Chapel, with a total of 303-7-174, a really remarkab e perfor-
mance under the circumstances he had to surmount. And thus ended
another "24," which will never be forgotten by either riders or helpers,
and it is pleasing to record that this year at all events the running of a
12 Hours in July did not spoil the "24." although our course involves a
difficulty with lamps when run so late in the year.
Tattenhall, August 31st.

4 fine Saturday at last, but a rather poor muster of twenty-two. Man
chester was represented by Webb only. Being one of the early birds, I had
the opportunity of observing the arrival of numerous worms on bicycles,
tricvcles etc., "etc., in all stages of distress. The Apostle brought a large
party, J. C. Band, Mac. Teddy Edwards, the two Seeds and Jimmy. De-
hVhted to see the latter chewing acid once more. btephenson, Kudd
and Zambuck were the next on tap, the two former full of beans and
evidently none the worse for their gruelling ride of the previous week At
5-55 the tandem trike turned up, Bentley complaining bitterly ot Cohen s
fitness; simply couldn't go slow. Harry Poole and George (shame ), bunter
and Jimmy Williams by car. After a splendid meal the party broke up,
a number foregathering at the Talbot before finally getting on with the
journey home.
Knutsford, September 7th.

Either the charm of the place or the capabilities of Mrs. EUwood as
a cook drew forth a goodly crowd of Anfielders, and that in spite of the fact
that the weather conditions might have been better. Buckley, who has
been attending rather badly of late, favoured the club with Ins presence^
-it beino- KmitsfordShow D&v he gave the fishing (Ins new spo--t) a nu ;:>, am.
after "doing" the Show put in appearance at the Eldon. For some time
L. Oppenheimer has not been well, and has consequently been absent from
the runs, but it is a pleasure to record the fact, he has so far recovered,
that he was able to score an attendance on this occasion. Crowcroft and \V.
Lowcock would have been present but that their tandem " k'lapsed," the
riders received no damage," but the club were deprived of the pleasure of
their company, and the takings of the railway company were increased. The
Keizerette arrived per cycle, looking as spic and span as if he had come out
of a band-box. but it was a regrettable fact that the rain after tea enticed
him to return home per motor. Billy Cook reported that he had not had
any rain (he never has), but Bentley, who was steering the tandem trike,
gave the impression that it must have been somewhat moist somewhere
'"en route," because his rain-proofed suit (?) had not prevented the water
from penetrating to his under garments, and he found it necessary to stuff
his "bags" with paper before going in to tea. Most of the riders had
inclement weather on the outward journey, but the probability is that the
weather on the homeward journey was very, very much worse.

S. J. BUCK,
Editor.
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FORMED MARCH, 1879.

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL.

Monthly Circular
FIXTPRES FOR NOVEMBER, 1912,

Nov 2.—Hunts Cross (Hunts Cross Hotel)
„ 9.—Chester (Talbot) ............
„ 11 Committee Meeting, St, George's Restaurant, 7 p.m. ............
„ 16.—Haiewood (Derby Arms) ..,..,......, ...v...............
„ 23.—Warrington (Pattern Arms) and Week-end to Congleton (Lion

and Swan Hotel) ........................— ,.>...—.....
„ 30.—Hinderton (Shrewsbury Arms) ..,,..,...,.. ,,....,,..

Secretary's Notes.
16, Croxteth Grove,

Light up.
5.37 p.m.
5.24 p.m.

5.13 p.m.

5.4 p.m.
4,57 p.m.

Liverpool.

Particular attention is called to the fixture for the 23rd and 24th
November—a week-end from Warrington to Congleton and East Cheshire.
A special tariff of 7/~ has been arranged, and it is hoped to have a good
attendance.

In accordance with the practice of past years the runs for the first Satur
days in November, December and January have been fixed to Hunts Cross.
At the last Committee Meeting it was decided to ask several members to each
take charge of an evening at Hunts Cross. Mr. Herbert Keizer has
promised to look after the November one, and it is hoped that Messrs.
Knipe and Cheminais will take the December and January ones respectively.
New Addresses.

H. Pritchard Walden, Heywood Road, Garden Suburb, Wavertree;
:H. Dakin, Pleasant View, Heath Bank Road, Cheadle, Hulme.

F. D. McCANN,
Hon. Secretary.

ft! ems.
Frank Wright, the Hon. Secretary of the R.R.A. has recently been

married, and on behalf of the A.B.C. a donation was sent to a fund which
Mr. A. J. Wilson is raising to present him with a token of appreciation.

There is a persistent rumour Hying around tiiat <( F.H." has taken to
motor-cycle. It is to be hoped that there is no truth in this, You have
still plenty of kick left in you "F.H." Anyone who saw you making short
work of some of the ''pimples" encountered on the Llangollen fixture can
•confirm this.
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Bentley and Gohen desire to convey their grateful thanks to those
members who turned out to help them in their record ride. There appeared
to be such a multitude during the later stages that to have written each,
one individually would have been almost impossible.

An EASY way to run a "25"—By "Nosey Parker."

There may be a great divergence of opinion as to whether or not it is
right, not to say good form, to pry as closely into other people's concerns
as did Mac and the writer, on a beautiful Sabbath morning a short time
ago. I had it on good authority, there was going to be a great 25 mile
scrap, starting at 9.30 a.m. prompt, near the Gayton side of Barnston
village, and we decided that our proper place was to be as near that start
as possible, for while Mac confessed to wanting to see everything, I wanted
very badly to see the chronometer, the handicap and times of start. Of
course we got up late that Sunday morning and arrived on the scene twenty
minutes after the appointed time, but no matter, the timekeeper did not
turn up till half an hour after that, and a good many of the competitors
after that again. It was glorious to see these giants of the road arriving on
different grades of scrap metal, their picturesque racing clothes lending
enchantment to the view. One gentleman, a muffin and pastry merchant
by profession, mounted on a stripped carrier bicycle and clad in a tweed
hand-me-down, replete with massive gold watch chain and medal, a sky-blue
collar and dickey, tout en semble, pierced by a huge brass stud that had
evidently been wrestled with earlier on in the w?eek, when the aforemen
tioned dickey had been received from the hands of Chung Ling Soo. Our
friend happened to be limit man, and he was, in more ways than one; 22*
minutes start was not a bit too much for him, for he dashed violently home
at six an hour, an easy last. Another competitor did not feel inclined, so
he refused to start. Then the timekeeper held a consultation with sundry
other competitors, as to what times they would like to go, and one said
quite naturally, "he didn't give a B *" Fancy talking like that to
Harry! Another aspiring, perspiring late arrival was very solicitous as to
his chances of winning, and not getting a very reassuring reply, sat down
and cried the job off. It later transpired that the Chester checker was
beaten a mile by the first man to arrive at the turn; this person made
fastest time. Far be it from me to doubt his having ridden the full dis
tance, but really a scrap of 25 miles, which hardly serves to get a man warm,
timed on a half-hunter, in a half-hearted way, the start an hour late
and no checkers on their marks; doesn't the whole thing seem a farce, and
don't you feel glad that whatever you have done in the way of racing in
the A.B.C. bears the hallmark of respectability and rigid exactness in
timing ?

RUNS.
Chester, Sept/4.

On arriving at the Talbot I found quite a select, if small party, and
considering the quality of the tea we are always certain of at Chester one
can't help wondering why only 15 members attended. The tourists had been
round by way of Wrexham, Farndon and Eaton Park, where they were
Joined by Hawkes. The skipper arrived as tea was announced—I believe
he had called to cheer Runcorn on his way. Lord Chelsea arrived, but how
is doubtful; judging by his spotlessly clean linen collar he had not cycled,
but he stoutly asserted he had. The Mullah and Growcroft arrived per
tandem. After tea the usual smoke, etc., until the conversation veered round
to someone's experiences of the seventies, wrhen we thought it time to make

. a start. The usual crowd, led by the one-legged man, toured gently at
about evens in the dark to Hinderton, and more than one expressed the
opinion that it was too fast to travel at night (without rear-lights).
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Fifty Miles Unpaced Handicap, and Hawkstone Week end, Sept. 21,

When Robert Burns once said, "Man was made to mourn," of course he
not mean that man must always mourn, but the weather on all or nearly
all of our race days this year has been so vile that it seemed as if we should
always have to bemoan our fate as regards riding conditions. Everything
comes to an end, and so must bad weather, for on Saturday, Le Roi Soieil
beamed upon us and made all things merry and bright, in spite of a per
sistent Southeaster, which hardly left you alone on any part of the course,
except the Crudg-Ercall piece. The field was rather smaller than usual, the
notable absentees being Grimshaw, who was touring in Scotland, Webb,
away riding in the Speedwell "100" and Cohen, who, in view of attempting
record the following week-end, was unable to tilt the credit balance of leave
in the right direction at the office; this was rather unfortunate, as,
those who have watched the keen friendly rivalry between him and Stephen
son, would have witnessed a grim battle fought out to a good finish in this,
the last club race of the year. Carpenter had also entered, but for some
very good reason, did not appear on the mark. I am here going to make
a few remarks on the "Elephant and Castle" catering, and these remarks
are not to he taken in the nature of a growl against the Club either, as
that won't do any good, unless we all agree to cart our steaks down along
with our tights and spare tyres, etc. Mac is not to be blamed for a moment
for ordering the steaks to be stewed, as he has been there many times, and
he was naturally anxious to get something the men could digest fairly easily;
but many of us know that stewed meat is not good to race on, and anyway
the "Fillets de Latta" are impossible, whether stewed or grilled, and
what we had on Saturday very quickly put paid to poor Bentley s inside,
though he don't generally suffer that way either, but British modesty and
conventionality forbid of our reporting their true method of attack upon
him. At 3.30 p.m. Harry Poole sent Stephenson away, followed by Fred
Lowcock, Bentley, Rudd and McCann, and if Fred could but reproduce his
last Saturday's form, it was reasonably supposed he might do fastest time,
as he had only Mac to challenge him, for Bentley failed to do himse.lt
justice. Early on Mac was seen to be riding a fast and comfortable race: he
seemed to have found both his form and his luck on the same day. Stephen
son was also moving faster in spite of having donned an 85f gear as an
experiment, and he would have certainly run into first place but for a
spill near Crudgington, which shook him up considerably. Rudd was m hisusual good-tempered, easy going style, and I am sure it he would onl knock
himself about a bit he would do a good ride. The finishing times weie.—
1 „ .., . 1 -. r r _..•_. o i~_ <3Q Tv,,%i as a*» 9. hr« ').P> min. 45 see. Fastest.
2nd—F, D, McCann
3rd.—6. Stephenson
4th—R. T. Rudd
5th—E. A, Bentley
Fred secured a well-deserved win in fastest time, and his success is all themore popular, because of his splendid "^S^^J^^^^li««« fn b beaten out of first place by a matter of only zo sees oxi un»

Stephenson would surely have beaten them both out of ltW» ms spurAfter tea Toft and Rudd left for Shrewsbury and home, fitog m the,tune
^f woitinir for their train at a picture house m Salop. Hany ana Ins! earpar y pushed off somewhere about 7.30, and were mLiverpool W« «o'clock and the week-enders then conned h t u pope,^to Haw*

Manley does for she f™^^"^,"?'^^;^ Itto make arow, goes
nc +Ko run of the kitchen, ana arte* impioi ui& u» i^v u" TJ. , ««*«« nntoff to bidI and leaves us to it. Well, midnight arrived but Hawkes came not,

5 min. 2 hrs. 33 min. 45 see. 2 hrs. 28 trim. 45 see

9 „ 2 jj 38 n 8 n 2 ,, 29 n 8 „
22 „ 2 19 52 , j 24 „ 2 „ 30 •>>

24 „

18 „ 3 IS 1 j> 23 „ 2 „ 43 it 23 „
10 „ 2 5? 55 JJ 7 „ 2 ,, 45 91 7 „
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so a large bunloaf was unearthed and quickly demolished, and if there is
one thing Dick Seed loathes in this world, it's bunloaf; 1 don t think,
F H and Crow eventuallv got tired of the " wait and see game,* so they
went off to bed, and not long afterwards Hawkes tottered in, having done
a nerve-racking performance of 5 hrs. 35 mins. for the 50 miles, on a free
wheel bicycle minus the brakes, the pads of which were safely stored away
in his pocket. He did not seem to mind the risks he had run, but promptly
fell to work on such broken victuals as could be dug out of the kitchen;
then we went to bed. ,

After breakfast (and this is always an important function at Hawke-
stone, on account of the bacon being by far and away the best we come
across in our wanderings to the many different pubs we use) everybody
started off on the usual tour of inspection of the park, F. H. pointing out
a wonderful place for a display of eragsnianship. He acknowledged it had
got him down in more ways than one, but the number of aspirants for fame
and glory was quite large, and the result a complete victory for the cliff.
About the onlv satisfaction the specators got from the effort was a view
of the trouser seats of the competitors, some of winch proved that then-
owners did a little cycling in their spare time. The incident of the wreck
of the Museum was mentioned during the course of the morning, and while
F.H. was repudiating the charge of being concerned in its destruction. Will
Cook was heard to remark that it was P. W. B. W. wrecked before the
A. B.C. had been there. Autumn tints are beginning to show m the park,
and the trees and shrubs are looking their best just now; I mean the colour
ings are so fine, and there is a peculiarly peaceful feeling everywhere as you
listen for the distant lowing of the herd, lazily browsing away down by
the lake, in that patch of brilliant sunlight; then all around one the still
ness is broken only by the hum of countless insects, glancing from bloom to
bloom. It's all very wonderful, and makes a man feel glad he can, by
means of his bicycle, get away from the turmoil of Liverpool and Man
chester to such a glorious place. After lunch we had to think about home,
and so the party broke up at the Weston cross-roads; Crow, The Mullah,
F. E., and Stephenson going up the main road to Whitchurch and the others
via Ellesmere, Bangor, Farndon and Chester to Hinderton. The race was
a fair success, and'the week-end was a great affair entirely.
Twelve Hours' R, R. A. and N. R. R. A, Unpaced Tandem Tricycle Records, Sept. 28.

Anyone who had had the pain or pleasure (according to personal fitness)
of riding behind Bentley and Cohen on the Tandem Trike could have no
doubt that their attempt to establish Northern 12 Hours Record would be
a sleigh ride for them, and. that given a decent day they might also beat
R, R. A. Standard; but they had in addition given notice for Northern
100 (5hrs. 40 mins.) instead, and this was generally thought to be _a
debateable proposition. The day was certainly fine and sunny, but a stiff
Southeaster was blowing with perishing force, and it was undoubtedly not
a record breaker's day. At Whitchurch, on the Friday night, the little
crowd of helpers consisted of Toft, Poole (Timekeeper), Johnny Band,
McCann, Lowcock, Murphy (The O'Tatur) and Cook, who had resorted to
the rattier at Braxton owing to his trike "Klapsing" and spent the next
day swanking about in Poole's car, and is now convinced that all pedestrians
should be compelled to let off hand rockets at half minute intervals as they
walk at night. Lowcock was of immense value to the aspiring record
breakers, and worked like a Trojan both before, during, and after the ride
—indeed; it is hard to estimate the value of Fred's services so cheerfully
and willingly given, but assuredly they will never be forgotten. Starting
at 7-30 Bentley and Cohen shaped surprisingly well, for at 30 miles they
were 6 minutes inside of the 5.40 schedule, but then their troubles com-
Tnenced, for at 45 miles they had to take an upset into the ditch to avoid
an idiot coming round a corner on his wrong side, and this considerably
shook them up. Then the wind got up to almost gale force, and such an
^experienced judge as Murphy expressed the confident opinion that there
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h^^J^SSt^J^l^ ft* tiday' At f™hB the^ **» 9minutesJi 7 x scilecilUe> Tnd at b< nules they arrived 23 minutes late and witha flat tyre so all idea of the 100 was abandoned, and thefhadla good feedwhile the tyre was changed, but even then the r trouble were Sot overfor they punctured again on the Wem extension, and yet their 100 time
r?hSf°5Twf Sh? tlmt ?V g°?d da>' f^eJ from Luble the Lcorfis theirs. It was at this point that the riders really showed their mettleand gained the day, for by cutting the Whitchurch stop short tC left forCongleton only 15 minutes behind schedule, and although they had tobattle for 2/ miles against the wind they settled down to it so determinedly
that at 183 miles they were actually $ minutes ahead, and victory was in
sight. Continuing to take full advantage of any Inter wind and not forcing
themselves against it, they steadily beat schedule to a frazzle, and at
1541 miles were 16 minutes ahead. Northern Standard was beaten with
over an hour to go, and R. B. A. Standard went by the board with over
10 minutes m hand, while finally amid great excitement at Mere Corner
they passed the old paved record distance of 181| miles accomplished in
1893 by Bidlake and Holbein, and ran out time at The Kilton, Hoo Green,
with a total of 182| miles, a really <(class" performance on such a day, and
one that speaks loudly for their dogged persistency. Bentley and Cohen
have certainly earned their frilled buttons, and we warmly congratulate
them. They finished with one of the back stays broken clean through at
the eyelet hole which must have disconcerted them in the last hour. After
wetting the success at The Kilton, the new record holders proceeded into
Knutsford, where Mac, Stephenson, and Murphy stayed with them, and on
Sunday they toured home via Frodsham and Chester.

The Brothers Poole on a tandem finishing the record breakers was a
very fine sight, and quite like old times. If they could see themselves as
others saw them, they would cancel the sale of their birthright for a mess
of petrol.

In addition to those mentioned as working in Shropshire, we must
mention our good sporting friends Messrs. Mitchell and Norton, of Wem,
who took Shawbireh and Shrewsbury checks respectively, white in Cheshire
Stephenson, James, Worth, Buckley, Tumor, Webb, Norman Higham, L.
Oppenheimer, Edwards, Royden, Dakin, Crowcroft and Williams rendered
much appreciated services.

Herbert Keizer came down to Whitchurch, and energetically looked
after the feeding, and then joined the car party over to the finish, and
probably no one was more unselfishly delighted at the successful issue than
the owner of the machine.

Lymm, Sept. 28.

There is little to chronicle under this heading as the attendance was
completely spoiled by the counter attraction of the T. T. record ride; 75
pel cent of those who sat down to tea did not know of Bentley and Cohen s
attempt'until they arrived at Lymin, else the number would have been
smaller still. However, the large party of two who were blown home toLiverpool were delighted to hear from the Timekeeper's car, which passed
them in Warrington, that records had been beaten, their delignt Oeirig
equalled bv their surprise as the wind on the outward journey convinced the
writer at least that success could not be expected on such a day.

Aldford, October 5.

This is only going to be a "short story." I wended my way straightout by the bottom road to Chester, congratulating myself that I had notto hurry in order to keep fit. It was one of the most pleasant outings ISSvVhad this year. The day was perfect for riding and Aldford is anrlttv spot to" S for tea. What more can one haveP There was onlyflair muster (16) "Uncle" Cook was out, not much the worse for hissmash and both Cohen and Bentley were looking and feeling quite fit after
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their record ride, though Bentley was complaining of an appointment with
someone who had kept him waiting two hours (or was it days?). After
tea everybody gathered round the fire for a gass, and every important
subject was discussed and duly settled before the party broke up to go
home or elsewhere. A small party went to the latter place, consisting of
"Uncle," Murphy, whom we were very pleased to see again amongst us,
Cohen and Stephenson. They went, I believe, to Ellesmere, and from all
accounts, had a very jolly week-end .

Warrington, October 12.

We are often told that members will not go to Warrington, but 10
members and 2 friends from the Manchester district and 18 members from
Merseyside sat down to the usual good tea at the Patten Arms, including
several whom we do not see as often as we should like. We were all
delighted to see the Boss well enough to be with us again, and sincerely
hope the improvement in his health will continue. Buckley, L. Oppenheimer,
the Doctor, Crow, Webb, .Lo-wcock, Charlie Conway and Grimshaw also
registered an attendance—I wonder when all these men last met at a club
run. G. Poole turned out on a trike: this is much better than lording it
in a car George, but why did you disappear so quietly and so early? We
wanted to see you riding. A goodly number toured out via Chester, and
Royden unwittingly paced several of them from the lane-ends near Chester
to the tea-shop. He noticed he had a bite soon after striking the main
road, and blinded the whole eight miles without looking round, discovering
for the first time at Frodsham that Edwards, Cook and Co. had been the
ones to set him on fire. Cook, by the way, appears to have made a rapid
recovery from his fall of a fortnight ago, and it is to be hoped that his
anxiety to be riding again without delagr will not have an ill effect. With
such a satisfactory attendance there was a good gathering round the fire
after tea in spiteof the departure of the early birds and the call of the
Billiard room, and quite a crowd left together for Liverpool—a halt, re
minding one^oi old' times, "feing rnade at •the .Unicorn., In- conclusion, [
think it is only fair to the Manchester men to emphasise the fact that the
unusually good muster was due to their turning out in force; let us hope it
will continue as the average attendance for the year is as yet a little
below last year and might he put right with an effort before December 31.

S J BUCK,

Editor.© A
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Monthly Circular
i

FIXTURES FOR DECEMBER, 1912.

Light up.

Hunts Cross (Hunts Cross Hotel) .,..,,,,.,.,'. 4,52 p.m.
-Committee Meeting, St. George's Restaurant, 7 p,m, • ...
-Warrington (Patten Arms) . ....,..,,. ...,,,..,,, 4.51 p.m.
-Chester (Talbot) .„,•.,., 4.52 p.m,
-Boxing Day Run Knutsferd (Lord Eldon), meet Broad Green

Abbey Hotel, 10 a.m. ., ,,, ........... 4,55 p#w,
-Helsby (RAILWAY HOTEL) ,,, 4j57 pm[
-Hunts Cross ......,..,.,......,,.,..

Full Moon 24tn instant.

Secretary's Notes.
16, Croxteth Geove,

_ liverpool,
m The BOXING DAY RUN has been fixed to the Lord Eldon, Knutsford;
it would be grand to have a record turnout. The MEETING PLACE is,
as before, the Broad Green Abbey Hotel, starting from there at 10 a.m.
promptly.

The Hotel at HELSBY has been ehanged to the RAILWAY HOTEL,
as the proprietor of the old place insists upon having a guarantee of the
numbers before he will eater for us. He has always had more than the
number catered for; his action is therefore inexplicable. It is hoped to
have a bumper muster to give the new place a good start, particularly as
it is very well spoken of—the catering is said to be the best in the North
of England.

The Bath Road Club are holding their Annual Dinner on 6th December
—Mr. A. Gr. White has agreed to represent the Club at that function.

Any Members having any matters to bring up at the ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING, to be held early in January (Rule 6), must send
particulars to me as soon as possible, but not later than the turn of the
year, so that I may enter same upon the: Agenda,

At the last Committee Meeting I was authorised to send a weekly note
of the Club doings to the "Liverpool Echo "—a short note will, therefore,
appear each Saturday, under the heading of "Cycling Notes."
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New Addresses.

F. C. del Strother, per 3, lodg 18? Gazetny, Moscow, Russia; W. E. S.
Foster, 45. Torridge Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey.
Applications for Membership.

Mr. Herbert Green, Ash Lea, Park Road, Ashton-on-Mersey, proposed by
0. H. Turnor and seconded by P. D. McCann; Mr. Ernest Green, 98*,
Cheadle Road, Cheadle Hulme, proposed by O. H. Tumor and seconded by
F. D. McCann; Mr. Edward Owen Morris, 56, Sudworth Road, New
Brighton, proposed by W. T. Venables and seconded by F. 1). McCann.

F. D. MeCANN,
Hon. Secretary.

Mems.

In calling attention to Del Strother's change of address, members will
be interested to learn that it is just possible Del Strother may pay us a
visit some time next year, and in a letter to Cook he warns us that we
may find him greatly changed, but however much he may have ehanged in
appearance we know he has not changed in heart and affection for the
Club, and we can assure him that he will find no change in the heartiness
of our welcome.

Under the heading of " Social Events " (Manchester District) in the
current C, T. C. Gazette appears the following:—"Lantern Lecture: Mr.
C. H. Turnor has kindly consented to describe the recent D. A. Tour
through the Wye Valley, with lantern illustrations, at a meeting of mem
bers and friends to be held in the Church Hall, Stretford, on Wednesday,
December 11th, at 7.30 p.m. The Chair will be taken, by W. A. Linnell, Esq.
Members are cordially invited to attend, bringing with them any unattached
cycling friends."

We much regret to have to record the death of G. R.
Lichtenberg, which took place at the Mill Eoad Imfirmary at
the end of October. He joined the Club in 1894, and always
took a keen interest in the Club's affairs, acting for many
years as Auditor of the Club's Accounts. While never near
the top in the list of attendances, his support of the Club
'Fixtures was most consistent, with a satisfactory average of
about twenty, until his health began to break down.

_The occasion of R, J. Mecredy's Silver Weeding has been selected as-
a fitting opportunity to show the appreciation, of his great services to
Cycling and Motoring, and Cook was asked to form one of the Committee,
with the result that the following 36 members and 3 friends have subscribed
to the Fund:—E. A. Bentley, C. J. Conway, T. B. Conway, W. P. Cook,
J. 0. Cooper, W. E. Cotter, E. Edwards, D. R. Fell, Laurence Fletcher;
W. E. S Foster, A. M. Higham, N. M. Higham, W. C. Humphreys, A. P.
James, W. Jones, R. L. L. K.nipe. F H. Koenen. A IT. Maddock, F. 1).
J|TcCann G. B Mercer G. Milne, L. Oppenheimer, W. R, Oppenheimer.
If-H'S"^'?' Pool?> 5' Pritchard, W. M. Robinson, H. Roskell. R. T.
Rudd, M. 0. fearson, J. D. Sicldelev, A. Slater. W. R. Toft C H turnor.
W. T. Venables, E Webb, J. H. Williams, E. G. Worth, C. H. Woodroffe.
One part of the Presentation is to consist of an illuminated address in
an Album containing facsimile signatures of all the subscribers, with suit
able illustrations, and our members will be interested to hear that their
signatures will be accompanied by reproductions of the Club's monogram
and button badges, together with, a photo of gt George's Hall
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The following are a few words and phrases which may, or may not be
familiar to the members of the A. B. C. :— '

A JIGGER.—A jigger is a two wheeled vehicle propelled bv human
energy, and generally painted black. A CROCK.-Same as above, but may
be four or twenty years old and in varying stages of decay. Carpenter has
a loadster ... but that's another story. SPEED-IRON.—According
to the makers catalogues is a species of bicycle usually listed at £3 19/9-
is invariably fitted with a free wheel and a coaster hub. GRID—Is an
old tandem not on any account to be confused with THE old tandem, the
Dreadnought, the property of F. H., alias The Master, alias Dr. Koenen
the alleged motor cyclist. TRIPE-LET.—The erstwhile property of a
Limited Liability Company, whose affairs are now in the hands of an
Official Receiver. THE T.T., or Tandem Trike; no connection with motor
cycle TT, s or gemi-T.T.'s; should really be called a T. E. (tyre-eater).
RA1ILER.—A much scorned but very useful means of reaching club-
runs. STINK-PROPELLED VEHICLE (Abbrev. " STINKER ").-Runs
on two or four wheels at, mostly, dangerous speeds, and at a cost of 1/6
per gallon, plus tyres, which are always a source of worry, but may be
had cheap if you know how (or Will Cook). KNOCK.—An awful, inde
scribable feeling; in fact sheer in-ability to push the pedals down as fast
at they come up. HUNGRY KNOCK.—As above, but with the horrible
addition of an aching void in the region of the belt-plate, and. the sure
and certain knowledge that you'll be sick if you eat anything. THIRSTY
KNOCK,—Can be obtained by, but need have nothing to do with, cycling.
PIPPED, &c.—To be Pipped, Whacked, Baked, Done in, Beaten to the
wide-o, Nacquerated, Dropped, Angled for and dropped again are all, or
should be taken as, cheerful forms of sport. A BITE.—Is either a person
who comes past with a rush, and eventually indulges in one of the above
" Cheerful forms," or having been passed, nips in behind, and refuses to
be dislodged at any cost. A CLUB-RUN.—Usually consists of most of the
members of the Committee, plus a small percentage of other members.
A REAR-LIGHT.—In Spain they shake red rags at bulls to make them
savage, thus in the same way, if vou dangle a rear-light in front of Will
Cook, 0, 'ek!!!'!! RAGS & TIMBER.—The former are the
cause of more bad language and misery than any other evil invention
known to man, while the latter are everlastingly going out of shape. You
can get them both for nothing, only look out for trouble and the " Anti-
advertising clause." EVENS.—We generally speak of 20 _ m.p.h. as

(evens or even time; but 5 m.p.h. is also evens, and a lot easier too. A
PIMPUELLE.—Birdlip. An " ALL-NIGHT."—A wearisome performance
usually done in June, but very pleasant to think about after it's over.

RUNS.

Puiford and Llangollen, I9th-20th October.

Osice again the " Autimnal Tunts Tour" has come and gone, and the
latest of the series must be written down as being quite as great a success
as any of its forerunners, for was there not a muster of —. but I must
start at the beginning. The Circular said "Tea at Puiford, and week-end to
Llangollen." At Puiford there were Cotter, James, Johnny Band, Worth,
Rentlev, Toft, Stephenson, Cohen. Owen, Koenen, The Mullah, Jack Seed.
The Secretary Man, Cook and Fred Lowcock—a total of fifteen The
Master arrived somewhat late, and was immediately taxed, with having
"sold his birthright for a mess of petrol," for rumour has it that he went
to Hawkston© on a recent week-end on a MOTOR-CYCLE! If "rumour
is a lying jade," so much the better, but if the rumour is true I can only
say "Shame F.H.!" and hope that you will soon get tired of it. I lie
feeding was, as it always is here, excellent—if anything, it was better than
usual In addition to the members heretofore enumerated there had been
several others who had called for "checks." Sumter, with Williams and
Cooper had been in about a quarter before six, but they did not stop for
tea nreferinff to "push on"—strange how the motorist shuns the dark:
RhVrtlv after seven o'clock "stinkalites" were much in evidence Cookbarged off before the rest of the week-enders were ready, possibly to avoid

-'-•• •:;;::-;:N:™:: :;: •'•.-.•. • ""• "•':. ' ':•••:•':.,:.: -:-:.:--. •••' • • •- s:-ii\*?*\:\>:.y
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being seen on a weird monstrosity of a bicycle—a really "complete" one-
staircase to the belfry, hot and cold water laid on, etc., etc., all complete,
except for'a rearlight! The* explanation was that he had broken, the cable
of the brake of the trike—which, by the way, is now quite well again,
thank you—it has had new "tubes" put in, solid ones, and lie had left it
for repairs at Rossett. The Llangollen candidates were The Skipper and
Sub ditto on a tandem, Loweock and The Mullah also on a twicer, Cohen,
Uncle, Jack Seed, F. H,, Billy Owen and McCann—Cook being picked up
at Rossett. Near "Castle Rowatt" we passed Rowatt at the roadside wait
ing to see the crowd go by, and to speed them on their way. Nothing of
any moment occurring, we called at Ruabon, and by so doing missed some
very heavy rain. The stretch of road between the town and the fork over
the railway bridge was treacherous and some wild gyrations took place. On
arrival at Llangollen we found Charlie Conway awaiting us, he having
ridden down, earlier—he got a check at Puiford en route. Buck and
Venables and a friend were also here, and the Doctor and Marchanton and
four friends came in shortly after. Sunter, Williams and Oliver Cooper
followed, making the party up to twenty members and five friends. Full
justice having been done to a splendid supper, a merry evening in the tank
ensued. It Was noticeable that the cycling portion of the party kept quite
distinct from, the motoring section, leading later on to division into " The
House of Commons—Labour Party" and the "House of Lords." A Mr.
Speaker having been elected for each. House, some excruciatingly funny
speeches were made, occasion being provided for some good-natured
sarcasm by the "crossing of the Floor" of James—(or Jim. I don't know
his full name, none of the "Labour Party" did, and so James it remained
for the rest of the Tour)—the "Thirstwhile" Cyclist, and now a passenger
in one of the cars. Sunter also allied himself to the "Labour" party, and
the "House of Lords" eventually passed a resolution of admiration for that
Party, and on Division, a victory for the pedal-pushers resulted. About
1.30 the session came to a close—it will be looked back upon by me, and
I know by many others, as one of the best it has been my good fortune to
be present at. In the morning the back tyre of the Skipper's tandem was
found to be flat, and on tackling it a fine crop of pimples was disclosed,
Loweock attacked it, but was not successful in making a permanent repair,
Toft having ultimately to invest in a new tube. The party for the Horse
shoe was only a small one, made up of Cook, Seed and Mac. The latter
made a determined attempt to conquer the gradient, and got right up to
the cottage at the last bend, where a strong gust of wind off the mountain
side, when only a yard or two remained, made him "give it best," The
rest of the party went up the Old Road. Turnor, Lowcock, Cook, Seed,
Cohen, and McCann made the extension to Llandegla, where the password
was found to be " Amber," or as a variation "Amber-Bright"—the latest
line m lubricants. As the cyclists were leaving the inn two cars arrived—
Sunter and Co. having gone off to the south'ard. Heavy rain was now
expenenceu, and the beauties of the Nant-y-Garth were somewhat neglected
by reason of having to 'ware grease all the way down. Bentley arrived
at Llandegla about a quarter of an hour after the rear-guard had left, but
fell m with Toft and others before Ruthin. He reported a graftv, and
draughty, ride from home. An excellent line in lunches was set before us
at the Castle, after which all were reluctant to "get on with it," About
three a start was made, and as soon as the climb was reached the rain came
down in earnest, not to stop till after seven at night. The Loweoek-Mullah
tandem pacing Cook soon got away from the rest and made a non-stop
run to Chester. The others made a call at Mold, and here the Skipper
tandem with Owen and Cohen made direct for home, leaving Seed and
McCann to go on for Chester. Seven members carried out the full Tour,
meeting for tea at the Talbot, viz., Cook, Lowcock, Turnor, Koenen,
Bentley, McCann and Seed. The Liverpool portion of the party left
Chester about seven-thirty (the Mancunians having alreadv gone) and had
no. ram for the remainder of the trip. And so ended a well supported and
most delightful outmg.
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Newburgh, 26th October. • - -

The less said about this run the'better, ' The weather was as'bad as
it could well be—it blew and it rained, and it rained and it blew, and not
only Irom one direction, but it continually "boxed the compass." Nine
was the sum total out, and there was a run on stockings at the pot shop'
111 Hie m, ge' and on dr*y garments of all descriptions at the Red Lionitself, those present were Edwards, Cody, McCann, Bentley, Worth
Turnor, Cohen, Cook and Jack Seed. Turnor had ridden "all on his
lonesome" right away from Cheadle Heath, and returned the same wav,
tho' he had company for the first ten miles or so of the return journey.
Bentley was out, by train to Ormskirk, and was by far the* wettest of the
crowd. The ride home was much easier than the outward journey, and,py
the time Knowsley was reached fine weather had succeeded the wet. Front
information received later, I Jearn that Toft had repeated tyre troubles,
first with one and then the other going off! He arrived at Ormskirk at
7.15 and then gave up the struggle, as his tyres were down again.

I Hunts Cross, 2nd November.
The Winter Season was opened in a blaze of glory. Perhaps those who

appreciated it most were the small band of the faithful who had plugged
through mud and rain to Newburgh the previous Saturday, for only those
who defy the elements can get the fullest enjoyment out of the glorious
days when they come along. All those who braved Newburgh cycled to
Hunts Cross. The run really seemed to start on the 5.0 transporter with
a muster of 9. for Band, Seed, Cook, Edwards and Mac had met at
Frodsham, Tommy Royden had sneaked through Frodsham express io
negotiate Rock Savage quietly, while The Mullah, Webb and Lowcock were
discovered "waiting for the bridge" suspiciously near a pub. The Race
track was found to be at last a road within the meaning oi the Act, and
a great boon. Near Ditton Junction, Cohen and George Poole were over
taken, and the band of 11 duly landed at Hunts Cross without any scrap-
pins. ' Then others came flocking in until we mustered 32 members and b
friends to do full justice to the festive board. We were all particularly
delighted to see Dave Fell amongst us again, but where were Lowy, Charlie
Keizer, Prichard, Cheminais, and many others we look forward to seeingft least at our Socials This year the Committee, feeing; that^^he engineering of 4 Socials was too much to expect of one man, 1awe askeddifferent members to be responsible^^^^^^J^^Tnight. To say that he provided us with a treat is to put it very maid >Talent simplv overflowed, and we are greatly indebted to all out hiend*
i L iliiicrlT entertained us. Under the chairmanship of GeorgeXSeev- l^W^m7nlToi%ith a. pianoforte selection ,.dto«luticbi, lAi Thomas with "Jean Upon the Uplands, Mi.
T ? \ S+S"Pale^Flands I Love," Mr. Olsen with a violin solo, Mr.Andrews >ythPale Hanas i uo recitation
S^n«m„ CW'^ apoSms to WM After an interval for gargling{lbout BllL° .psumeo^ with M? Thomas singing "Come Into the Gardenpurposes, we.'fsumed with mi %f £ ^^ „L d ?f Hope
Maud" and, I 11 bmg inee ^™f"s U Qlsen with two violin solos,rf^K^^^^S! Has Rested" and "StpneeraekerCecil Blackbmn with w^£ewJ with «Tll6 Prologue to Paghacc." andJack," and hn&llj ^Iffiffi It was then time for the 9.7, and be ore-Love CouldlOnly™£Q\n unfortunate accident happened to Cecilthe Second House assemoiea a fresh the dog t
Blackburn,, for going mtc.the 7*T«™r . t of Cecil's trousers. Thefor him, with the result that ^ejwKepiec^o ^^ faSecond House was^ excellent; J^^as py, ^^
the "fat oils", and were vasWy enter kindJ/st ^ to "aeompany," was
who carmot sing! Mr. M™?^ uncontrollable laughter preventing himfrequently ' dr°PPe^ ?2?W George Poole was nearly disqualified, and"hanging on close enough. jweorg ^ gathermg broke,up.
Jack Seed has been-"P"*?^ j„t0 town, the last fragments being seenlr«\ gradually dispersed en route m ^ ^ ^ ^ gettmg homQ
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Chester, ftfi (November.

Twenty-four members and friends sat down to the usual tea, high tea
I should say, judging by the first course, and it was evident that some of us
prefer fresh hare. The skipper got uneasy as soon as 6 o'clock struck, and
consequently tea was a little earlier than it usually is at Chester. If f
remember rightly he himself was late last time we were at the Talbot.
Although a little draughty the afternoon was fine, and very few came out
direct, but I did not hear of any Llandegla party. The Poole car party
travelled through Warrington, as did also Edwards, who sighted Zambuck
with a buckled wheel at Frodsham. The editor had back pedalled his
chain off entering the Village, but the wheel was fixed up to do duty to
Chester, where, however, it was dry-docked during tea. Cook went to
Kelsall to meet the Mullah, who brought with him two prospective members,
Messrs, Miller and Green, the latter the President of the Manchester D.A.
of the C.T.C. Another prospective member, Mr. Morris, whom we have
often seen out with Venables on a tandem, was out, this time on a single.
As usual there were separate parties by the top and bottom roads home,
and beyond an odd shower, there was nothing of any note to record.
Haltwood, 16th November.

Wrinter has arrived—the Mullah had his spats on! Many of us were
no doubt disappointed with the Weather Clerk. He gave promise in the
morning of a real November day, with fog, rain and mud, and then turned
out with quite a nice afternoon—mild, fine and no mud to speak of. Most
annoying!

There was a fair muster—twenty, I believe; some on bicycles, " Uncle "
on his trike, which proves it was fine and dry, and two or three alleged
pedestrians with very clean boots. Motorists were conspicuous by their
absence.

There was quite a Club run from the Transporter, with Tommv Royden
showing us the nearest way, with a Devonshire map I expect.

*The fodder was again excellent and seemed to be much appreciated.
Cohen had the appearance of having eaten chickens wholesale, judging bv
the bones in front of him. Dick Seed also seemed fairly happy, and showed
that his throat was quite open again.
m vft?? tea tn<?. ?s.lial adjournment was made downstairs and immediatelvCharlie Conway did it on us. This also seems to be getting the usual thing
at Halewood, and was much appreciated too. Venables somewhat disap
pointed the company by refusing to sing "Jolly Good Fellow" by himself
for turning up late, but made up for it handsomelv later on. Lizzie Buck
also demanded " half-a-crown's worth, please."

Many amusing yarns were told; of course the Mullah was the main
fount of wit, and "dropped" Tommy Royden every time, and incidentally
missed the Transporter about four times, while Dick Seed absolutely declined
to be drawn into a " scrap."

The Mullah and Cohen finally did decide to go, and I believe thev
caught the 8.0O Transporter, which was not bad, seeing that at tea thev
had expressed their determination to catch the 7.50. From this it will be
more apparent to you than from anything I can sav that we were a " Very
Jolly Party,"

S.J BUCK,

Editor.
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